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Martin Luther King Jr. celebrations
Students, local community come together to reflect on King’s influence on civil rights in America
Cameron Paquette
News Editor

Students, faculty and
local families gathered on
Monday, Jan. 20, to remember Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and the great
things that he has done for

equal rights in this country.
The University of Maine,
along with the NAACP,
Student Life, the Wilson
Center and the Black Student Union, all contributed
to a full day of activities
on the UMaine campus to
commemorate Dr. King as

well as to reflect on what
King would do if he were
still alive.
The day started at 12:30
p.m. with a march around
campus. The march started
at the Martin Luther King
Jr. and Coretta Scott King
Memorial Plaza next to the

Photo Courtesy of Student Life

Members of the community brought signs with quotes from Dr. King to the march

Memorial Union and was
led by members of the Black
Student Union who sang
inspirational tunes such
as “We Shall Overcome”
and “Oh, Freedom!” The
marchers walked toward
Long Road, taking a left
toward Wells before taking
yet another left up the University Mall and finishing
where the march started at
the MLK plaza. Attendees
held signs adorned with
famous quotes from Dr.
King.
Sarah Marx, the director
of the Wilson Center, spoke
before the march.
“It was the voice of
the common people that
were out there singing [for
unity] that kept them all
together,” Marx said. “It
gave them a connection to
go on. They marched by
police dogs. They marched
by Klu Klux Klan members
and [the songs] gave them
the courage to keep on.”
After the march, attendees were directed to the Coe
Room on the third floor of
the Memorial Union for
a quick lunch before the
opening remarks. Director
of Multicultural Initiatives
and Diversity Muna Abdullahi gave the opening remarks. She was followed

by Dean of Students Dr.
Robert Dana, NAACP representative Donald Crump
and Dr. Douglas Allen of
the UMaine Department of
Philosophy.
“There are hundreds of
[Dr. King] birthday celebrations that are taking
place all over the United
States, and there’s one person missing from them:
Martin Luther King, Jr.,”
Allen said. “What we’re
trying to do today is present a sense of the real King
and his values and what he
would think today.”
After the opening remarks, 8-year-old Drew
Scanlon read Dr. King’s
famous “I Have a Dream”
speech in its entirety, mimicking King’s mannerisms
in a level of detail that reflected the importance of
what he was doing.
This was followed by
a panel discussion at 2:00
p.m., which consisted of
professor Allen, guest lecturer Cheryl Robertson,
Eastern Maine Community
College professor Terrence
“TJ” Holloway and thirdyear psychology student
Kristina Pettegrow. The
discussion revolved around
how King would view the
progress that has been made

since his death and how he
would like to see the world
progress in the modern era.
“Why do so few of us
fight for what we believe?”
Holloway asked. “It seems
like we fight when our backs
our up against the wall.
We fight when we have no
choice but to fight. It’s not
a fight where we fight with
logic — it’s a fight we fight
emotionally.”
This group discussion
continued until around 4:30
p.m.. At that point, the stage
was given to the Voices for
Peace, a group of singers
whose goal is to spread social awareness, love, peace
and justice. They were well
received by the crowd and
their performance brought
the commemorations of the
day to an end.
President of the Black
Student Union Kaleb Titherington was glad to see so
many people at the event.
“This is a successful
event because we’ve had a
lot of people from the Bangor community, not just
UMaine, come out,” Titherington said. “Community
was big to [King], so we’re
building that by [bringing]
the greater Bangor commuSee MLK on A

Faculty Fellows to Student organization expo
improve school- demonstrates opportunities
state relations
Jocelyn Nerney

For The Maine Campus

Christopher Burns
Staff Writer

Earlier
this
month,
the University of Maine
launched the Blue Sky
Faculty Fellows program,
which will bring together 20
professors from more than a
dozen departments, centers
and schools, as part of the
Blue Sky Project’s faculty
development initiatives.
The program is spearheaded by Laura Lindenfeld, associate professor of
communications and journalism, in conjunction with
Jack Ward, vice president
for Innovation and Economic Development, and
Judy Ryan, associate vice
president for Human Resources and Administration,
with the goal of supporting
faculty and reaffirming the
university’s land-grant mission.
Since the launch of the
Blue Sky Project, the university’s mission took aim
at “better align[ing] academic programs, research
and service with Maine’s
economic
development,
workforce and human resource needs.”

Provost Jeffrey Hecker
asserted faculty development as central to the Blue
Sky Project in a press release earlier this month.
“[The] Blue Sky Faculty
Fellows aims to support a
group of faculty to improve
their engagement and communication skills in a way
to improve UMaine and the
state,” Laura Lindenfeld
said in a phone interview.
As part of the program,
faculty will spend six
months engaging in a series
of workshops designing to
improve leadership, communication and audience
analysis. The communication workshops will focus
on the need to communicate
that the UMaine mission
and research is in line with
the needs Mainers and the
state legislature.
“[We] recognized a need
to help faculty understand
what is happening in the
state and to engage the state
better,” Lindenfeld said.
With many projects such
as Aqua Ventus in development, the need to have the
state support the university
See Blue Sky on A
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On Wednesday, Jan.
22, from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m., more than 20 clubs
and organizations on campus
gathered together and held
an Organization Expo on
the first floor of the Union to
give students opportunities
to discover hidden interests,
get involved and meet new
people.
“We wanted to bring
as many clubs as possible
together,” said Cameron
Barrilleaux, a Graduate Assistant at Student Organizations and Leadership Development. “For students
who want to get involved,
it is hard and time consuming to contact organizations
one by one to find the right
fit for themselves. By bringing many clubs together, it
is more convenient for students to find the right organization for them.”
One of the main reasons
the Organization Expo was
held was to increase involvement in the student community, which is a vital part of
the college experience, according to Barrilleaux.
“College is not only
about learning in the classroom; it is about making
friendships, meeting new

diverse students and participating in new experiences,”
Barrilleaux said. “Research
has proven students who get
involved in clubs and organizations at their university
are more likely to excel in
a higher education setting.
Getting involved allows a
student to create new bonds
and participate in activities
they are passionate about.”
The clubs represented
ranged from club sports,
greek life, philanthropy
clubs and honors societies to major-specific clubs,

and large programming and
event clubs, according to
Barrilleaux. Each club came
for various reasons, from
trying to promote their club
to helping students find new
interests.
The American Chemical
Society group came to the
event to increase membership.
“We do a lot of cool
things and there’s not too
many members,” said Jacob
Lanoue, a second-year chemistry student and member.
Lanoue said the event is

“a good way to get people
interested in things. Most
people are not aware of how
many clubs there are.”
The Woodsmen’s Team
came to the Organization
Expo also to recruit more
members, get their name out
there and get more involvement with the university, according to first-year student
Brendan Giroux and thirdyear student Megan Good.
“Not everyone gets represented so the event is a
See Org Expo on A
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Phi Sigma Pi members Ashley Fitzgerald and Kelsey Flynn chat with a student.
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UMaine accounting students GSS allocates money to
provide tax assistance groups, hires new clerk
Low-income people benefit from student volunteers
Christopher Burns
Staff Wrtiter

Tax season is here
again. Across the country, receipts are collected;
charitable donations, business and education expenses are gathered, along with
mounds of forms — W-2s,
1098s — and the job of discerning the complexities of
tax law.
For residents of Orono
and surrounding communities, tax season comes
with a reprieve because accounting students from the
UMaine Business School
are providing assistance
with filing the 2013 income
tax return.
The Volunteer Income
Tax Assistance program
has operated in the Business School for nearly 20
years. Founded in 1995 by
now-retired professor Mel
McClure, it has run under
the leadership of Steve
Colburn, associate professor of accounting. Colburn
has taught in the Business
School since 1992.
VITA is a resource to
assist low-income Mainers
in navigating the complex
tax laws. To be eligible for
VITA, participants must
earn less than $58,000 a
year. Many of the people
who take advantage of the
program are the elderly and
students. Over the years
people have come not only
from Orono and Old Town
but also Bangor, Bradley
and Milford to take advantage of the free tax assistance.
The trouble is that “a
lot of people don’t know
where to get started,” Colburn said.
Each case is unique and
comes with varying degrees of complexity. The
student-volunteers bring a
lot of experience with them
and have a “reasonable understanding of tax law,”
Colburn said. Students
who volunteer for VITA
recently completed Colburn’s course “BUA 312:
Federal Taxation of Individuals.” Colburn oversees
the whole process and provides additional support.
In addition to providing a much-needed service
to low-income Mainers in
the Penobscot River Valley, VITA gives its studentvolunteers a good resume
builder and a chance to
apply the knowledge and
skills they learned in the
classroom to real world
situations, Colburn said.
There are several credits
Mainers can look forward
to this year, including the
Earned Income Credit. The

Org Expo
from A1

“Not everyone gets represented so the event is a
good way for students to get
involved and for the smaller
unknown groups to get exposure,” Good said.
The event also gave students a chance to connect

EIC is a credit intended
for people who earned less
than $50,000, which gives
the taxpayer the opportunity to get back most of what
they paid in over the last
year. According to the IRS
website, the average refund
for the EIC was $2,200,
but it could be worth up to
$5,891.
The Mainers who benefit most from the EIC are
married with children. The
number of dependents in
the household determines
the full eligibility. Mainers
who are married without
children, or Mainers who
are single also qualify, although the maximum credit
may be less. Married Mainers filing with the status
“Married Filing Separately” do not qualify for EIC.
Most UMaine students may
not benefit from EIC aside
from certain nontraditional
students.
Students have a couple
of major credits available to them. One is the
Lifetime Learning Credit,

which is available to graduate students and fifth-year
undergraduates. This is a
$2,000 maximum credit.
According to the IRS website, the Lifetime Learning
Credit is a nonrefundable
credit, meaning that it will
reduce or eliminate owed
taxes, but any remaining
will not be included in a
tax refund.
For undergraduates up
to their fourth year there
is the American Opportunity Credit, part of the
American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009.
Students and their parents
may qualify for up to a
maximum credit of $2,500
this year.
Available to students
are credits for tuition, text-

books and lab equipment,
as well as interest paid on
student loans the student is
actively repaying. For nontraditional students there is
a Child Tax Credit for up to
$1,000.
Helping students and
others navigate the tax
code to identify potential
credits is one of the many
services VITA volunteers
supply.
The possibility of a refund is a great boost for
many people, but some
people will end up owing
money, Colburn said.
According to Colburn,
some students run the risk
owing additional taxes
because of the Self-employment Tax. Students
who return home for the
summer and find summer
work have been treated by
employers as “independent
contractors.” This allows
the employer to not pay
additional Social Security
or Medicare Taxes. Six to
eight months later when
the student is filing their
taxes they end up paying
the taxes their employers
share.
“The best method to
avoid this,” Colburn said,
“is to ask questions if you
don’t receive a W-4.”
Overall few of the
changes that occurred in
tax law this year will affect
Mainers. Tax returns will
not be able to be filed this
year until Jan. 31, due to
the government shutdown
that occurred in October.
Returns are still due by
April 15 as set by law.
For the fourth year in a
row, Orono Public Library
will make its space available to the VITA program.
In addition to providing
space, the library has provided laptops and printing
services to volunteers and
taxpayers.
VITA will begin Friday,
Jan. 31 and run through Friday, April 11. The free help
sessions will be held Fridays from noon to 3 p.m. in
the Orono Public Library,
and Thursdays from 2 p.m.
to 4:30 p.m. in room 312 of
the Donald P. Corbett Business Building. Filers need
to bring a copy of a W-2,
income documentation, deductions they hope to claim
— interest paid on student
loans, mortgage interest,
property taxes — and Social Security numbers for
any dependents.
Appointments are required. To make an appointment or request more
information, contact Steve
Colburn at 207-581-1982
or
steve.colburn@umit.
maine.edu.

with others through mutual
interests.
“Aside from getting involved, students have a
chance to meet new individuals,” Barrilleaux said. “With
12,000 people at UMaine,
it is sometimes hard to find
other students with similar
interests. Hopefully, this organization expo will allow
students to find others with
similar interests.”

It is easy to forget how
much the people surrounding you and the organizations you try can impact your
wellness and overall self,
but, as Barrilleaux demonstrates through personal experience, “Surrounding myself with great people who I
could connect with and learn
from was the reason I was
motivated to do my best in
the classroom.”

“A lot of people
don’t know where
to get started.”
Steve Colburn
Associate Professor of
Accounting at the
University of Maine

Christie Edwards - Staff Photographer

Junior Wilde Stein member Crystal Thomas speaks to visitors to her table

Liam Nee

Asst. News Editor
The University of Maine
Student Government’s General Student Senate (GSS)
funded four groups a total of
$8,500 and heard presentations from two clubs during
their ninth meeting of the
35th session on Jan. 21 inside the Memorial Union’s
Bangor Room.
GSS allocates $8,500 between four groups
Alternative
Breaks,
American Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE), Concrete Canoe, Women’s Lacrosse and Tennis Club were
all allocated funds of $1,000
or more from the GSS during the Jan. 21 meeting.
Returning for the third
time this academic year, Alternative Breaks was funded
$3,000 by the GSS for “vehicle rentals.” On Oct. 1, the
group was funded $9,000,
but following a Cabinet veto
that denied the allocation,
Alternative Breaks returned
a week later with a separate,
main motion resolution and
received a lesser $6,600.
Last year, the GSS funded
Alternative Breaks $11,810
in total.
Club treasurer Colby
Fortier-Brown and club coordinators Kelly Covey and
Sen. Morgan Kinney spoke
on behalf of the organization.
Kinney explained reasoning behind the request:
“We’re a little lower in funds
than we thought we’d be at
this point […] We’re still
waiting to hear how much
we’re getting back from one
of our biggest fundraisers.”
“[UMaine Motor Pool]
has a new traveling policy
that says 10 people can’t
travel in their 12-passenger vans,” Covey said. “So,
we’re deciding to take our
business off campus instead
of having to split up our
members.”
According to Kinney, the
group is expecting $11,000
in fundraising and has
$16,000 in rollover from last
year that will also be used.
The group’s payment plan
was broken down inside
the requesting resolution’s
statement of fact, however,
Kinney said it’s “a little bit
misleading.”
During the resolution’s
debate session, which lasted for over half an hour,
Fortier-Brown broke the
payment plan down: “Everything together with our
bank account, dues and allocation from [Oct. 8] equals
$35,251, so for next year,
our expected rollover is just
above $1,800.”
“With $1,800 in rollover
for next year, we basically
can’t do anything,” Kinney
said. “We can’t participate
in an annual summer conference our members have
consistently attended or be
confident to book future
trips.”
President Aaron Ortiz
echoed Kinney: “Without
rollover, this group wouldn’t
be able to attend the trips
they do.”
The original resolution
that arrived before the Executive Budgetary Committee (EBC) asked for $5,200;
it was lessened to $3,000
before the committee’s final
vote, a 5-0-3 decision. Three
EBC members abstained
due to conflict of interest
as associates of Alternative
Breaks.
“We wanted to come to
a comprisable resolution,”
Vice President for Financial
Affairs Justin Conant said.
“Three thousand dollars was
something everyone could
agree upon so Alternative
Breaks is able to do their
trips.”
Sen. Harold Stewart led
oppositional views toward
the resolution’s integrity.
“The money [Student
Government] is given [from
the Student Activity Fee]
was not meant to be put
into an endowment fund,”
Stewart said. “I don’t have

anything against this group,
but I’m trying to be fiscally
conservative.”
Sen. Ariel Bothen rebutted, stating that if Alternative Breaks “[didn’t] receive
rollover, they [wouldn’t]
be able to accomplish next
year’s goal of an international trip.”
Stewart fired back, questioning transparency.
“My biggest concern here
is this: If they really want to
do an international trip next
year — which could certainly be done — come here
and ask for money to be
used toward an international
trip,” Stewart said. “I don’t
want this money being used
for something that it wasn’t
asked for.”
Sen. Devin Greenlaw
eventually moved the previous question to end debate and the resolution was
passed.
The GSS agreed to fund
ASCE-Concrete
Canoe
$2,500 for “construction
materials,” the same amount
it gave the group with last
year. The group is planning
to attend the New England
Regional ASCE Concrete
Canoe Competition from
April 25-27 in Lowell,
Mass., hosted by the University of Massachusetts
Lowell.
ASCE-Concrete
Canoe club member Lindsey
Catako, a second-year student, spoke on behalf of the
group, sharing some of the
group’s highlights over the
past few years.
In last year’s competition,
hosted by the University of
Massachusetts Dartmouth,
ASCE-Concrete Canoe finished third, and the year before that, fourth. The group
is based out of Boardman
Hall and shares UMaine’s
concrete lab with a couple
of other campus entities.
The organization plans to
bring 16 members to the upcoming competition, which
is expected to cost $5,350
in total. Other sources of
funding include: $800 in
donations and $225 in fundraising from UMaine’s Department of Civil Engineering.
The GSS agreed to fund
Women’s Lacrosse $2,000
for “referees and transportation costs,” about $485
more than what the group
was given last year.
According to the club’s
representative, travel destinations for competition
include Massachusetts and
New Hampshire. A home
game to be played at Husson
University in Bangor is also
scheduled.
The total estimated cost
of Women’s Lacrosse season is $6,556. Other sources
of funding include: $1,120
in dues and $750 in fundraising. The club currently
has 30 members.
The GSS agreed to fund
Tennis Club $1,000 for
“court rentals.” The amount
is $500 less than what the
GSS gave them around this
time last year, however,
$1,000 was already granted
last semester during the
GSS’ Oct. 1 meeting.
The total estimated cost
of the Tennis Club’s season
is $2,985. Other sources of
funding include: $950 in
dues and $244 in fundraising. Club president Hunter
Morancy spoke on behalf of
the organization, which currently has 25 members.
The last three resolutions mentioned above all
received 8-0-0 ought to pass
recommendations
before
coming before the GSS.
Clerk hired; Eastman resigns
During his report executive report, Vice President Ryan Hall announced
Britini Hutchinson as the
GSS’ new clerk. The clerk
takes roll call; reads pertinent resolution descriptions;
and records minutes during
weekly GSS meetings.
Hall also announced the
resignation of Sen. Ronald Eastman, a second-year

economics and political science student. Eastman was
not only a senator, but also
Chair of the Policy and Procedure Committee.
ASTO, TAPPI-PIMA present, thank GSS for funds
The Athletic Student
Training
Organization
(ASTO) and the Technical
Association of the Pulp &
Paper Industry/Paper Industry Management Association
(TAPPI/PIMA) presented
separately on recently attended conferences, thanking the GSS for approving
past resolutions.
ASTO attended the Eastern Athletic Trainers’ Association (EATA) annual meeting from Jan. 10-13 at the
MGM Grand at Foxwoods
in Mashantucket, Conn. The
group received $1,040 from
UMSG, Inc. for “tournament fees and vans” during
the GSS’ Dec. 3 meeting.
TAPPI/PIMA attended
the TAPPI/PIMA Student
Summit from Jan. 17-20 in
Syracuse, N.Y.
Exec reports
During his report, Ortiz
highlighted the restructuring
of the GSS’ standing rules
as the main focus of his upcoming work with newly
appointed ex-officio Cabinet member Lee Jackson.
Also, Ortiz time-stamped
an estimated establishment
date for a previously mentioned books buyback program that would help get
students a higher percentage
return when selling textbooks back, saying it won’t
be ready “for another year
or so.”
During his report, Hall
said the GSS is still looking to fill Senate seats. Also,
Hall said the candidate
“he had in mind” to fill the
GSS’ Parliamentarian position was “unable” to do so;
therefore, the GSS continues their hunt for an expert
advisor in parliamentary
procedure.
Hall said the GSS is
“very close” to implementing a clicker system for
voting, since the necessary
software has already been
loaded onto the UMSG Inc.
laptop.
During his report, Conant
said contract renewal negotiations “are coming up” for
Undergraduate Student Legal Aid Sean O’Mara.
Conant also listed allocation under $1,000: $910
to Maine Animal Club for
“Northeast Student Affiliate
(NESA) competition”; $600
to Interfraternity Council’s
Beta Theta Pi for “annual
Sleep Out”; and $200 to
College Democrats for “office budget.”
During his report, Vice
President for Student Organizations Andrew Prusaitis
said he’s working on getting
clubs updated. The thirdyear bioengineering student says “over a hundred”
haven’t done so in the past
few years.
During his report, Vice
President for Student Entertainment Patrick Fortier-Brown said UMaine’s
Dept. of Athletics told him
the newly renovated New
Balance Field House “will
not be available for concerts
this semester.” Nevertheless, Fortier-Brown says he
has “a couple shows in the
works.”
Nominations for Sergeant
at Arms, GSSR continue;
LSLs open up
The GSS continued its
nomination periods for the
positions of Sergeant at
Arms, Graduate Student
Senate Representative and
Legal Services Liaison during the Jan. 21 meeting.
Sen. Robert Kiah was the
only nominee for Sergeant
at Arms, and Greenlaw
was the only nominee for
GSSR.
The nomination period
for Legal Services Liaison
opened up with nominations
for Sens. Greenlaw and Sean
Foley.
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nity together.”
Titherington, a fourthyear political science major, sees Dr. King as one of
his heros and is driven to
continue his legacy.
“For me, personally, this

is a great event,” Titherington said. “I feel like there’s
been definite progress, but
I think if he were still alive
today he’d still find things
to work on.”
Former executive director of the Maine Civil
Liberties Union Shenna
Bellows was also in attendance. Bellows is currently
a democratic candidate for

U.S. Senate and is running
against Sen. Collins. Bellows is also a member of
the Maine NAACP and has
advocated against racial
profiling. Bellows echoed
Titherington’s thoughts on
the event.
“Today’s turnout, which
is so diverse in age, background and race, gives me
hope for the future of our

state and the future of our
country,” Bellows said. “I
think we’ve come a long
way, [but] we have a long
way to go on issues of
poverty, race and constitutional freedoms … I think
grassroots action can be the
change we like to see in the
world.
“Dr. King taught us that
we can achieve the impos-

Monday, January 27, 2014
sible if we have the courage to try,” Bellows said.
Maine is one of the least
racially diverse states in
the union. The success of
events like this in a state as
homogenous as Maine can
only be a good thing for the
mindset of the people of
this state and this nation.
“We try to have forums
and movies followed by

A

discussions. We try to have
programming that promotes
intellectual dialogue,” Titherington said. “I look forward to the university and
Bangor in general committing to following what
we’re setting up today for
goals and what we can do
to make change.”

Photo Courtesy of Student Life

(Top) The Black Student Union leads a march down the mall; (Left) The Voices of Peace
performed at the end of the event.
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is important issue to address
for President Ferguson’s administration that launched
the Blue Sky Project.
“It’s not enough to do
great research anymore,”
Lindenfeld said. “People
need to be able to use it.”
President Ferguson’s inaugural address on April 19,
2012, echoed the need to reassert UMaine’s presence in
the public sphere.
“The public research
university has drifted away
from maintaining the visible, interconnected partnership with the public sector.
In turn, the state and federal governments, as well
as many citizens, have lost
sight of the critical role [of]
the public research university,” Ferguson said in his
inaugural address.
The consequences of
the drift have been felt in

funding to the university.
Since 1999, the university’s
budget appropriations from
Augusta has reduced 21
percent, leading to a greater
reliance on tuitions and fees
paid in by students, exacerbating issues of student
debt, according to the Blue
Sky Project.
The Nov. 2012 general
election further reveals the
drift between the university and the public. In Nov.
2012, the higher education
bond issue proposed to allocate $11 million over 10
years to Maine universities and community colleges, with $7.8 million for
research and programs at
UMaine.
The bond was rejected
by voters. In Penobscot
County, home to UMaine,
52.3 percent of voters said
“no” to the bond, although
majorities in both Old Town
and Orono supported the
bond.
For Lindenfeld, the prob-

The Maine Campus • News
lem is how to “make it clear
[to the people of Maine]
that this [research] is of direct relevance.” The Blue
Sky Faculty Fellows will
address this issue directly
giving faculty the tools to
better communicate to the
state “the value” of their
programs and research.

“It’s important to talk to people about what
the university is doing. It’s not about
changing minds, but building relationships.”
Laura Lindenfeld
Associate Professor of Communications and Journalism
To do so, the program
will focus on creating a
“face-to-face” dialogue between UMaine faculty and
the state. During the six
month program, the faculty
will engage with Republicans and Democrats from
the Maine legislature and
senate to discuss the work

Police Beat
The best from
UMaine’s finest

Cameron Paquette
News Editor

1/14
7:25 p.m. Nearly hit and
run
Bangor resident Nathan Weise, 30, was given
a summons for operating
without a license as well
as failure to obey a traffic control device after he
nearly hit a police officer
who was directing traffic.
A UMaine Police Department officer was directing
traffic at the intersection
of Munson Road and Long
Road to deal with traffic
from the hockey game.
The officer signalled for
Weise to stop so pedestrians could cross. Weise
ignored the officer and
continued at a moderate
speed. The officer was
forced to jump out of the
way to avoid being hit and
managed to open the passenger side door as Weise
passed, causing Weise to
pull over. The car Weise
was driving had Wisconsin plates that hadn’t been
replaced even though he
had been living in Bangor
for over 60 days.

1/15
7:54 p.m. Poor timing
Timothy King, 18, was
given a summons for illegal possession of liquor by
a minor. Officers on foot
patrol in Cumberland Hall
were descending a staircase in the building when
they passed King, who
was going the other way
and was carrying a half
gallon of Caribbean rum.
The officers stopped him
and charged him with possession.
1/19
12:14 a.m. Docile doper
Robert Klatt, 20, was
given a summons for possession of a usable amount
of marijuana. An R.A. in
Hancock Hall reported an
odor of marijuana on the
first floor of the dorm.
Once they arrived, officers
found that the smell was
coming from Klatt’s room.
The officers knocked on
the door and confronted
Klatt about the smell.
Klatt admitted to smoking and cooperated with
the officers in a respectful
manner. Klatt was given
the summons and was referred to Judicial Affairs
for the incident.

being done at UMaine and
its relation to economic and
policy goals for the state.
“It’s important to talk
to people about what the
university is doing,” Lindenfeld said. “It’s not about
changing minds, but building relationships.”
Through a renewed dia-

1:48 a.m. Pot party
Matthew Rockwell, 19,
was given a summons for
sale and use of drug paraphernalia after he and his
friends were found smoking in his room in Somerset Hall. An R.A. reported
a strong odor of marijuana
on the first floor of Somerset. Officers found the
smell to be coming from
Rockwell’s room and proceeded to confront him.
Rockwell answered the
door and was with three
other people. The three
other males, two 18-yearolds and one 19-year-old,
were referred to Judicial
Affairs.
1/21
9:09 p.m. Transparent
toker
Ryan Carr, 19, was given a summons for possession of a usable amount of
marijuana. An R.A in Androscoggin Hall reported
a strong odor of marijuana
coming from the first floor.
Officers found the smell
to be coming from Carr’s
room. Carr’s door was
open and when the police
confronted Carr about the
smell, he openly admitted
to possessing marijuana.
Police recovered a small
amount of marijuana, a
pipe and a grinder from
Carr’s room.

logue, Lindenfeld believes
that UMaine will better
serve the state and better align research with the
needs of Maine.
In March, the university will partner with Stony
Brook University’s Alan
Alda Center for Communicating Science. The Alan

Alda Center has worked
with many universities and
organizations,
including
Cornell, Brooklyn College, Mount Sinai Medical
School and the U.S. Department of Homeland Security,
that aims to remove jargon
for clear and efficient communication.
The center uses many
novel practices for improving communication, such as
theater techniques and improv, which will be part of
its two-day visit.
Faculty support for the
program is strong.
“This program really
presents me with a unique
opportunity to understand
the histories of Maine and
UMaine, and to participate
actively in their shared future,” Kathleen Bell, associate professor of economics, said in a press release
earlier this month.
The 20 faculty selected
for the program were chosen
because of a commitment

to research and innovation
with relevance to Maine.
Lindenfeld believes that
this program will not only
benefit UMaine and Maine,
but also the students in the
undergraduate and graduate
programs.
Blue Sky Faculty Fellows will enable faculty to
communicate clearly and
with passion, which will
have a direct impact on the
student experience.
By improving faculty
relations with the state, the
university hopes to draw in
more support from state and
federal governments, and
Mainers, which will bring
in funding and energy for
new research opportunities.
“We have a unique role
in the state,” Lindenfeld
said. These new opportunities will provide students
with a wealth of knowledge
to prepare them for the new
century and to meet the
needs of Maine.
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By Ryan North

www.qwantz.com

Roller Coasters

Answer key in sports

Word Search

ROAR		
SHEIKRA
TATSU
THUNDERBOLT
TITAN
TREMORS
TROY
TWISTER
VIPER
XCELERATOR

56- Yellowish brown pigment;
58- Japanese porcelain;
60- Canonized Mlle.;
61- Small tubular passage;
65- Bard’s nightfall;
66- Aztec god of rain;
67- Prefix with Tibetan;
68- Singer Garfunkel;
69- Michael of R.E.M.;
70- Examine, search;
Down
1- French wine region;
2- Protects;
3- Out, in bed;
4- Leg part;
5- Corp. honcho;
6- Male sheep who may
play football for St Louis!;
7- Sugar suffix;
8- Poses; 9- Scoffs;
10- Practice;
11- Principal;
12- Consumed;
15- Welcome;
18- Winston Cup org.;
22- Marseille Mrs.;

25- Basic currency of
Papua New Guinea;
26- Words on a Wonderland cake;
27- Half of MCII;
29- Writer Hentoff;
31- U.K. record label;
34- Grocery, e.g.;
36- A two-month period;
37- Mild laxative;
39- Nothing, in Nantes;
40- Pertaining to vinegar;
41- Actor Kilmer;
42- Japanese theater;
44- ACLU concerns;
46- Future fish;
47- Tinged;
48- Historical records;
50- Sloping letter;
51- Currency unit in
Czech Republic;
52- Prolific inventor;
57- Med school subj.;
59- Tousle; 60- Where the
buoys are;
62- “Rope-a-dope” boxer;
63- Chop off;
64- Vanilla ___, American
rap star;

Word
Scramble

See if you can unscramble these letters to
create different candy bars words!

Word search courtesy of puzzles.ca

INTIMIDATOR
JUPITER
KATUN
LEVIATHAN
MANTA
MAVERICK
MIND BENDER
MONTU
NEMESIS
NITRO
PHOENIX
PROWLER
RAGING BULL
RAPTOR
RENEGADE

Across
1- Turkish titles;
5- Crucifix;
10- Nipper’s co.;
13- Succulent;
14- Relaxing;
16- Use, consume;
17- Device for measuring
salt concentration;
19- Charlemagne’s realm:
Abbr.; 20- Where the action is;
21- Appeared;
23- Alphabet trio;
24- Timetable, for short;
28- Continue;
30- Exceptional;
32- Breastbones;
33- Predaceous insect;
35- Posed;
36- Fast day after Ramadan;
38- Journey;
42- Pinch;
43- Beethoven’s Third;
45- Code of silence;
49- Dendroid;
53- Scag;
54- Transmitted;
55- Director Browning;

* indicates the answer is made of more than one word.

Here’s an example:
P A L E R M O F E S C T T = almost perfect

Find and circle all of the roller coasters that are
hidden in the grid. The remaining 20 letters spell a
Ernest Hemingway quotation.

Sudoku Puzzle
• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.
13. Caramello, 14. Milky Way,

Difficulty level: Easy

9. Kit Kat, 10, Snickers, 11. Butterfinger, 12. Twix,
5. Pay Day, 6. Baby Ruth, 7. Mounds, 8. Krackel,
1. Zero, 2. Mr Goodbar, 3. Hershey, 4. Mars Bar,

Sudoku puzzles provided by sudoku.name. Used with permission.

Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

http://www.toothpastefordinner.com

Dinosaur Comics

AFTERBURN
ALPENGEIST
BALDER
BIZARRO
COLOSSOS
COMET
CYCLONE
DESPERADO
DIAMONDBACK
EL TORO
GHOSTRIDER
GOLIATH
GRIFFON
HADES

Crossword Puzzle

By Drew

Toothpaste for Dinner
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American race-relations
not perfect, but have
come a long way

A

merican race-relations not perfect, but have
come a long way since MLK Jr.’s speech
Last Monday, Jan. 20, was Martin Luther
King, Jr. Day. To mark the occasion, the Maine
chapter of the NAACP, the Black Student Union
and Voices for Peace held a panel discussion on the state of
King’s vision.
Among the major topics of discussion was the condition
of race-relations in modern America. According to the panelists, American society has progressed, but hasn’t reached
a state of perfection.
Really, this is hardly surprising. King was an idealist. His
famous “I Have a Dream” speech is a vision of absolutes. In
every case, he believes in merit being the deciding factor in
value judgments. And this is a grand, commendable mentality, especially given what he is advocating.
However, absolutism is, sadly, largely an idea that belongs in the purely theoretical world. It is much harder to
bring to fruition in practical contexts, such as those channels
of civil society where politics play a role. So, really, it’s not
surprising that perfect racial harmony hasn’t been attained.
But, race relations are hardly terrible at a national level.
After all, Barack Obama was recently re-elected to a second
term as president. Historically, when the economy recovers from a downturn as slowly as it has under his tenure,
presidents are one-term. But, Obama prevailed against this
record, presumably because a majority of voters saw something of merit in his policies.
Clearly, then, de jure discrimination, which once rationalized such practices as segregation and reading tests, has
progressed marvelously.
De facto discrimination is, of course, an entirely different
thing. As private prejudices are much more a part of this,
it’s a much harder beast to conquer. And, given the diversity
of individual thought patterns, chances are, it will never be
truly eradicated.
But, given the widespread acceptance of many frankly
barbaric policies that institutionalized racism on both state
and national levels not so many years ago, it’s important
to not lose sight of how far race-relations have come. No,
they’re not perfect, but what in life is? And this is not to
gloss over instances of racism that still occur, but to delegitimize their influence by empowering the positive over the
negative.
Racism is obviously a potent issue, even today. And in
such matters, it’s important to deal in facts and not emotionalism. After all, rationale-less emotionalism is what leads to
such practices as racism. Discrimination is still a problem
that faces modern society. King’s dream has not been completely realized. But, it is slightly utopian in its absoluteness, and utopianism is, technically, unattainable anyway.
King himself wasn’t a perfect man in conducting his private affairs. Yet, history is able to overlook these issues and
see something much larger, much more deserving of praise
in the ideas that King advocated. Surely, if minor flaws can
be overlooked in a man who, on the whole, advocated for
something truly meritorious, then this can be applied to the
nation as a whole. Collective judgments are what the civil
rights activists fought against, so, in looking at race relations now, it’s important not to also fall into this trap and
evaluate the situation by fact alone.
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Egyptian media from 1981 to 2013:
Part 5
Romany Melek
During the 1980s and
1990s, Egypt did not have
one single private TV channel, newspaper or radio station. Everything was stateowned. This fact shows us
why Egyptians were too
tolerant of corruption for
decades — simply because
they could not access media
to make them aware of it.
Also, this fact can help
us to know where orders
came from when changes in
the media policy took place
— from the government or
the president.
The wave of the private
media started, as I mentioned before, in 2003. So,
the media scene changed to
include businessmen, who
own these media outlets,
confronting the government.
Because of the private
media’s good work, we
could see hundreds of protests and demonstrations all
over Egypt, and especially
in Cairo since 2005, which
were the cradle of the revolution in 2011.    
In 2012, when Islamists

took control of the country
and named Mohamed Morsi
president, a new media man
came to light.
Bassem Youssef, the
John Stewart of the Middle East, is an Egyptian
cardiac surgeon, satirist
and columnist who hosted
al Bernameg, a satirical
news program broadcast by
Egyptian private channel
CBC.
He unquestionably was
one of the factors behind
the downfall of the Islamist
trend in Egypt. He used to
make fun of most of the Islamic officials and clerics
and show their dirty laundry in his program, which
had more than 40 million
viewers on TV and 120 million viewers on YouTube.
A while after Morsi was
toppled by Egyptian Defense Minister Abdel Fatah
El-Sisi, a video of El-Sisi
meeting with the heads of
the military was leaked.
In the leaked video, ElSisi spoke about how, in
the future, the Egyptian
army can contain and con-

trol the private media in
Egypt since the media men
are enjoying more freedom
than they should have.
At the end of the meeting, El-Sisi concluded that
controlling the private media is very important, but
it will take some time until
“the army can have a hand
in every media outlet.”
All TV channels surprisingly ignored the leaked
video and did not even talk
about it. It was not that surprising because, as I said
many times before, the deal
between the media and the
army is still in effect; the
media totally support the
army until they can entirely
beat the Islamists.
Bassem Youssef was not
part of the deal. He showed
the video, he made fun of
the “hand” that would be in
every media outlet. Youssef
ended his show by saying
“We will not allow any
hands in our show.”   
The day after the airing
of al Bernameg, the CBC
issued statements distancing the channel from the

Thumbs up / Thumbs down
King of the Hill The Hills
M*A*S*H Franklin and Bash
American Horror Story American Pickers
House Little House of the Prairie
Workaholics Men at Work

political stance taken by
Youssef and declaring that
the company decided to
stop broadcasting El Bernameg because Youssef
“violated the editorial policy of the channel.”
Now, in the 1980s and
’90s, it was easy to tell who
gave the orders because the
government owned everything, so we knew who the
boss was.
However, now the CBC
channel took the decision to
terminate the contract with
Youssef, and no one can
prove that the order came
from the military. Well,
the term “order” could
be replaced by “favor” or
“compromise” between ElSisi — who is planning to
be the coming president of
Egypt — and the channel’s
affluent owners.
El-Sisi only needed to
tell the owners, “Youssef
went too far. You and I
will be cooperating in the
future.” Then, it is done.
This is all what a potential
president needs to say to be
obeyed.
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Rejection of religious
freedom bill symptomatic
of larger cultural rift

Ideology comprises much
more than labels and
emotional demagogeury

The Maine State Legis- ity for women, these ethics laws are retained and new
lature Judiciary Commit- were not compromised, but laws are added which stand
tee voted against passing were in keeping with ortho- in contradiction to the old.
a religious freedom bill on dox Christian beliefs. This These laws, born out of
Thursday, fearing it would common denominator of opposing moral contexts,
clear the way for justifying religion can no longer be cannot agree, unless one so
illegal discrimination. As assumed. With laws sup- changes the meaning of the
reported in the Bangor Dai- porting abortion and homo- original law that it gains
ly News, “The bill sought sexuality, orthodox Christi- a different sense entirely.
to protect the right to the anity is marginalized. The Whether or not it wants to
free exercise of religion in state has begun passing admit it, the government is
Maine by guaranteeing that legislation that supports in a bind.
no state law would infringe positions Christians believe
Thus the real contest
on a person’s free exercise to be immoral. This places — and the solution — is
of religion unless
not in the govthe law is necesernment. It is
sary to further a
not in the Judicompelling state
ciary Commitinterest.”
tee. The contest
The bill, and its
is for the popuYes, the federal government
8-4 rejection by the
lar view, for the
is large; it does represent
Judiciary Commitcommon
motee, is symptomatic
rality. For both
an entire nation. But, in
of a deeper cultural
sides, it helps
practice, its duties are more
tension: How does
to understand
managerial than practical.
the state act when
that the other
its culture contains
is probably acta diversity of reliing based on
strong, personal
gious beliefs? The
moral convicroot of resistance
to this bill is the
tions; it leads
to some level
fear that it will
Seth Dorman
of humility, and
protect discriminait suggests that
tory practices, para more effecticularly
against
homosexuals. The root of the state in a contradictory tive way of establishing a
support for this bill is the position: it protects the free moral context is through
hope that it will protect practice of religion, and it persuasion of belief, not
from discrimination on the legislates things contrary to legislation. The legislation
will follow. For Christians,
basis of religion. For both religion.
sides it is an issue of moral
These laws, which stand this means obeying the
conviction.
against Christian moral- civil law in cases not conUnited States law, like ity, are a reflection of the trary to Biblical morality,
Maine law, was written popular view. In a repre- respectfully disobeying the
from a Christian context sentative democracy such civil law in cases where it
because, at the time, most as ours, given enough time, contradicts Biblical moralpeople shared common re- the laws of the state will ity, and gladly embracing
ligiously-based ethics. In fall into line with the be- the consequences — all
the issue of abolishing slav- liefs of the majority. That while working to persuade
ery and establishing civil is the way the system func- the larger culture to see
rights for African Ameri- tions. But it becomes a the beauty and truth of the
cans, as well as in the es- problem of consistency for Christian morality.
tablishment of more equal- the government when old

Today, society has a was capable of thinking for agoguery, superimposed by
decidedly apocalyptic out- myself. Such an addiction prejudice.
look on the state of parti- is the last degradation of a
This practice of colsanship, perhaps with some free and moral agent.”
lective judgment has been
merit. After all, the mere
Being an ideologue, in overwhelmingly decried by
mention of an individual’s the sense that one is dedi- morally sentient beings evparty or ideological affilia- cated to a set of values cul- erywhere following those
tion is generally met with a tivated through reflective instances in human history
rancorous, disdainful sneer and comparative thought, where it has been given
by those who identify with should not be an indict- credence. Racism, fascism,
the opposing position. This ment. This is to be an ad- sexism — these practices
is decidedly an unfortunate herent of raw knowledge have been deemed abhorpractice, but it’s hardly a and is the sort of practice rent because they take the
new threat.
venial trivialities and twist
Jefferson is advocating.
Factional contentiousUnconditional
adher- them into something meanness has raged on since ence to faction purely on ingful.
America’s political an- the basis of its surface apBut there are no collectecedents first convened peal, however, is entirely tive consciences or characwith the aim of practically different. This lazy and teristics, which is why conapplying
text becomes
their ideas
crucial
in
in the form
making value
of
govjudgments.
Racism, fascism, sexism — these
ernment.
KnowlThomas
edge, compractices have been deemed
Jefferson,
posed
of
abhorrent because they take the
one of the
ideas,
is
leading
much
the
venial trivialities and twist them
same. There
philosophiinto something meaningful.
are overarchcal voices
of the age,
ing truths that
are accessible
was
in
to all, but
France at
they must be
the
time
Katherine Revello
the Constisought objectution was
tively. There
drafted. Given the weight repugnant practice is trea- is no one right path that
of his name and status, sonous in that it stifles the must be traveled in order to
many contemporary parti- rational discourse through discover them. Again, the
sans were anxious to find which the issues pertain- nature of individualism dicout what position — Fed- ing to civil society are re- tates that thought patterns
eralist or Anti-Federalist solved.
and the way connections
— he supported so they
The myriad layers of are formed differ based on
could exploit it to their ad- deliberation and synthesis personal experience.
Therefore, those who
vantage.
that comprise epistemology
The ever-wise Jeffer- cannot be summarily dis- seek to stifle free and inson’s response to this ques- missed by the application dependent thought with
tion is evocative of the of a repository term with- derogatory and pithy labels
approach modernity ought out cheapening the very te- out to be denounced vociferously. The human mind
to take toward the same nets of knowledge.
debate. He wrote: “I never
To do so is an odious is perhaps the one entity in
submitted the whole sys- practice. It is a philosophi- the world that has immeatem of my opinions to the cal slave state where ideas, surable, boundless power.
creed of any party of men and the people who sub- To suffocate this, to conwhatever in religion, in scribe to them, are judged demn intellect to a world of
philosophy, in politics or not on their merits, but by starved darkness, is abomiin anything else where I emotionalism born of dem- nable.

A consideration
of possible justice
system reforms
The justice system in nored. However, does every If you get into an accident
America is like a day-old case of theft or assault or and the insurance company
doughnut at breakfast. It is sexual harassment need to tries to withhold coverage,
stale and disappointing, but be examined by officials? you would duel one of their
I would rather have it than No, they do not. Matters representatives to receive
not; the courts perform their like these should be refused the sum of your claims. If
duties to a certain degree, attention from the criminal this car accident injures you
but there is much room for justice system. I under- and you cannot duel, you
stand, this would cause an could appoint a representaimprovement.
For instance, say John imbalance of justice, but I tive of your own to carry
Smith is accused of hatch- propose an alternate meth- out the lawsuit. This would
et-murdering Jane Doe and od to achieve fairness.
affect a simplification in
Introduce dueling as an the civil court processes
finds himself in a legal
predicament. According to acceptable means of legal and possibly result in a
a study condecrease in
ducted by the
victories by
New
York
the dreaded
State Unified
American
Court SysCivil Libertem, it could
ties Union,
be
almost
who would
The solution? Decrease
three years
probably
the deluge of cases being
until
the
make terripresented before the bench.
case goes to
ble duelists.
trial in-state.
The overThis
presall benefits
ents a few
of dueling
problems.
are
innuFor
one,
merable.
John could
You would
Brett Salter
post
bail
not have to
and continue
wait months
hatchet-murfor
comdering for the foreseeable satisfaction. If your neigh- pensation from the inebrifuture because the bureau- bor steals your car, chal- ated open-heart surgeon.
cracy had some shortcom- lenge him to a duel. If the Perverts would fear the
ings. On the opposite end alleged thief is in fact inno- reprisals for their inapof the spectrum, perhaps cent, he will win the duel. propriate touching. The
John is in between jobs at If he is guilty, the plaintiff overabundance of lawyers
the moment and cannot af- will gain his own compen- would become unnecesford bail. Finally, two years sation. Every felony could sary, leading to fewer of
later, like O.J. Simpson, potentially reach resolution their awful advertisements
Mr. Smith is acquitted of in this way. This would interrupting your favorite
all charges. But the poor, spare the courts the heavy television programs. The
innocent man already con- burden of trying every bombardment of courts by
ceded two years of his life criminal act. Granted, mur- criminal charges would be
in a prison facility.
der would still require a substantially
alleviated.
The solution? Decrease court system since the vic- Instead of allowing his victhe deluge of cases being tim cannot advocate in his tim count to reach numbers
presented before the bench. own homicide case. For ev- you would see in an arcade
Obviously, as a matter of erything else, though, trials game, John Smith would
life and death, Mr. Smith’s would not be necessary.
be convicted and escorted
case is very important. His
Civil cases could oper- to prison on the very aftercannot very well be ig- ate through dueling as well. noon of his apprehension.
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Kirson

from A12
lost a toe. She also talked about
her experience playing to various crowd sizes. She did not
mind that the audience was
small and said that they would
still have fun.
She touched on every subject possible, from trying different drugs like mushrooms
and ecstasy, to being a recovering addict, to talking about
how Southerners are always
the ones to see UFOs. The audience learned about her family life, like how her mom was
a therapist and she had to be
quiet all the time in her house
due to her mom’s work.
Kirson did a great job of
engaging the small audience,
talking with couples in the
crowd and joking about differ-

Belize

from A12
also visited a school for the
deaf where they were able
to provide care because
some members of the group
learned sign language at
UMaine.
Clean water and hygiene
regarding human waste are
important issues according to Shimmel. Although
the Belizeans don’t have as
much access to medications
or plumbing, Shimmel explained they benefit from
homeopathic remedies and
also don’t have any narcotic addiction problems.
For Hughes, simple solutions to problems Americans take for granted is why
a cultural education from
Belize is so important.
“We have a great health
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ent stages in relationships. She
was not afraid to poke fun at the
audience members. As people
walked by the North Pod, Kirson even tried interacting with
these people by saying, “Hi,”
and tried convincing them to
sit down.
One notable feature of her
act was her facial expressions.
She was able to use her face to
convey wide-ranging emotions
to the audience, adding another
layer to her jokes.
At the end of the show, Kirson may have jokingly asked
why she chose her career, but
it was easy for the audience
members to see why. Her noholds-barred attitude, expressions, stories and sense of humor proved to make for a very
fun and entertainment-filled
night, showing that the weather should not stop people from
seeing a great performance.
care system in the U.S. I
know there are a lot of politics behind it, but in comparison to the individuals
who are in Belize ... They
have a condition that could
easily be remedied, and it
could just sit there and fester and fester, and people
can become serious ill and
harmed from it,” Hughes
said. “If you have the resources and capability, why
not? Why not go and try to
touch their lives, try to provide them with care? Being
able to see what other people live like and not in your
own comfort zone, it makes
you less ignorant of other
things that are happening in
the world.”
For more information on
the trip or to donate, visit
http://umainenursinginbelize.blogspot.com/.

@themainecampus
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Album Review:
Bruce Springsteen,
‘High Hopes’
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Film Review:
‘Lone Survivor’
Sobering movie shows humanity and horror of war

Lack of new material minor flaw on otherwise solid album
Kyle Hadyniak

For The Maine Campus
“The best way to describe this record is that
it’s a bit of an anomaly,”
said Bruce Springsteen,
describing his newest album, “High Hopes.”
Indeed, The Boss’s 18th
studio album is exactly
that. Instead of writing
new material, Springsteen has populated “High
Hopes” with covers, rerecording tracks, and reimagined versions of past
songs. While this idea is
executed well, one can’t
help but feel disappointed
by the lack of new material. As it is, “High Hopes”
is an entertaining addition
to Springsteen’s catalogue,
and one may even find
renewed interest in these
old-yet-new songs.
Because “High Hopes”
is a complication of past
songs, it is hard to discern
a particular theme throughout the album. This can be
a good or bad thing, depending on your interest in
concept albums. However,
after the prominent struggling middle-class theme
of Springsteen’s previous album, “The Wrecking Ball,” it is refreshing
to hear multiple themes.
Due to its complicated
nature, “High Hopes” features contributions from
deceased band members
Clarence Clemons and
Danny Federici, and their
inclusion is heartwarming.
The tracks themselves
are varied and feature the
typical Springsteen touch.
The first standout song on
the album is “American
Skin (41 Shots),” originally recorded in 2000.
This song cautions people,
especially teenagers, about
clashing with police, urging them to comply and
stay safe. Predictably, this
message is still relevant
today, and the added guitar
solo is a welcome, exciting
inclusion.
“The
Wall,”
originally written in 1998, is

Universal Pictures
Columbia
a solemn, saddening tale
about Springsteen’s visit
to the Vietnam Memorial
in Washington, D.C. The
lone trumpet and solid,
slow bass line makes “The
Wall” the most emotional
song on “High Hopes”.
Of course, there are also
some all-out rock and roll
songs on “High Hopes.”
“The Ghost of Tom Joad”
is a rerecording of the title
track from Springsteen’s
1995 album, and it is just
as rocking and stirring as
it was 18 years ago. “High
Hopes” is a horn-heavy and
guitar-laden song about
rough times, perfectly fitting with Springsteen’s recent sympathetic focus on
the middle-class. “Down
in the Hole” also fits this
theme, as Springsteen solemnly describes a person
during hard times.
Rage Against the Machine’s Tom Morello, who
has played with Springsteen on multiple occasions, is credited with the
inclusion of “Just Like
Fire Would” and “Dream
Baby Dream,” covers of
The Saints and Suicide, respectively. Morello, who is
currently touring with the
band, is also featured on the
album. Springsteen and the
E Street Band bring their

signature energy to each of
these covers, ensuring they
fit with Springsteen’s rerecorded material.
Springsteen fans will
love or hate this album.
While the lack of original
material may be disappointing, it is surprisingly
refreshing to hear updated
songs from Springsteen’s
catalogue.
Refreshing
songs is not a process
many artists undertake,
but after hearing how well
these songs hold up under
Springsteen’s renewed attention, one can’t help but
be pleasantly surprised
by the life Springsteen
breathes into these songs.
As such, “High Hopes”
may not be an album that
one listens to repeatedly.
Rather, “High Hopes”
serves as a nostalgic interlude between “The
Wrecking Ball” and whatever album Springsteen
undoubtedly has in production. To this extent,
“High Hopes” is a unique
addition to Springsteen’s
catalogue.

Grade: B

Kyle Hadyniak

For The Maine Campus
Commercials
herald
“Lone Survivor” as the
“most powerful war movie since ‘Saving Private
Ryan.’” A lofty claim indeed, but does the movie
rise to the emotional level
of Steven Spielberg’s classic WWII film, or does it
join the multitude of lackluster, wannabe impersonators that have populated
the last decade?
As it turns out, “Lone
Survivor” is indeed the best
war film since Spielberg’s
classic, as its themes of
humanity, morality and
brotherhood shine through
excellent direction, superb
acting and the sheer passion
producers possessed for
this film.
   Chronicling the events
of real-life Operation Red
Wings during the War in Afghanistan, “Lone Survivor”
focuses on a four-man Navy
SEALs team, charged with
scouting and analyzing the
movements of a high-tier
Taliban leader. However,
the mission goes horribly
wrong, and the team must
survive until rescue can arrive. “Lone Survivor” pulls
no punches in its gritty, realistic telling of the horror
of war, so prepare to see
lots of blood, explosions,
torment and pain.
“War is Hell,” as the
saying goes, and “Lone
Survivor” excels at displaying the mental and physical hell soldiers undergo
throughout their time in
combat. The film begins
with a troop training montage, showcasing exercises,
drills and tests the average
civilian can’t even imagine.

Ride

from A12

all about interaction with
people. I almost use the bus
as an experiment to see how
kids treat someone doing a
favor for them,” Wood said.
“Some kids get in and they’re
over-appreciative of the service. They’re so happy.”
Though receiving a tip is
a definite plus, Wood is just
happy to keep people from
driving drunk.
“I’ve had experiences and
times in the past where I’ve
had close friends affected by
DUIs, losing their careers
and [spending] the amount of
money it takes to get something like that expunged of

Photo Courtesy of Campus Rides

The Tip Whip, a red Chevy Astro van that signals a free ride.

This beginning is effective
in setting the film’s tone,
sobering the audience to the
methods used in training a
Navy SEAL.
“Sobering” is perhaps
the best word to describe
this film. Not only does
“Lone Survivor” showcases
a SEAL’s outstanding mental and physical strength,
but the film’s display of war
is realistic and frightening.
Character makeup adds an
amazing amount of detail
and immersion to the film,
the actors are authentic and
passionate for their roles
and the imagery of war is
realized truthfully.
Refreshingly,
combat
scenes don’t feel overlydramatized. The good guys
don’t have perfect aim, they
aren’t invincible and the
enemy is not portrayed as
a hapless, unskilled mob as
seen so often in cinema.
One of biggest strengths
of “Lone Survivor” is its
portrayal of non-Taliban
Afghans. In the film’s last
act, the persistent, surviving SEAL is actually aided
by an Afghan village, as
determined by their 2,000year-old tradition of helping outsiders against their
enemies. We see Afghans
fighting Taliban, something
rarely seen in mainstream
media. Indeed, “Lone Survivor” helps break the stereotype that all Afghans are
terrorists, lending the film
its humanitarian theme.
   Morality plays a large
role in the film’s beginning,
when the team is confronted with either killing prisoners or letting them go,
thus exposing their position. This dilemma is wellwritten and expertly acted,
with each character lending

a different view to the situation. Indeed, this problem
encapsulates war morality in general, showing that
wartime situations aren’t
clear cut. Again, “sobering”
is the perfect description;
the audience is exposed to
the idea that soldiers face
not just physical and mental
challenges, but also moral
challenges.   
  Lastly, brotherhood is
the central theme in “Lone
Survivor.” Mark Wahlberg,
Taylor Kitsch, Emile Hirsch
and Ben Foster all portray
the love and dedication soldiers feel for each other. In
and out of combat, it is evident that the bond between
team members is incomprehensible to the general
public. The cast portrays
this with passion and authenticity, anchoring “Lone
Survivor” both emotionally
and thematically.
“Lone Survivor” excels
as a war movie, the likes
of which haven’t been seen
for some time. Perhaps
more importantly, “Lone
Survivor” equally excels as
a tribute to servicemen and
servicewomen, showcasing
brotherhood and humanity that accompanies such a
horrible profession.
As the ending montage
plays showing the reallife members of the Navy
SEALs, do them a favor and
take time to appreciate their
sacrifices. As a testament
to the rigorous, impossibly-tough life Navy SEALs
lead, “Lone Survivor” is
simply a must-see film.

their records,” Wood said.
“I’ve known people that have
died in drunk driving accidents. I’m not going out and
drinking Thursday through
Saturday, I’m not doing that
part of my life anymore.”
Even with the operation
still in its infancy, Wood is
pushing forward with new
ideas that he hopes will make
Campus Rides something
that other college campuses
can adopt.
“I would like to see a lift
app and have it spread to other college campuses throughout the entire country,” Wood
said. “I’ve got a mobile app
coming out right now. It’s
called campusrides.mobi. It’s
still in the testing phase.”
It is this entrepreneurial

attitude that netted Wood
second place in the 2013
UMaine Business Challenge,
a competition in which
UMaine students pitch their
business ideas in the hopes
of earning thousands of dollars to potentially get their
ideas rolling. Wood’s idea
is called the Body Guard, a
lightweight piece of workout equipment. Wood is also
a student coordinator for the
Male Athletes Against Violence program, a peer education program comprised of
eight male UMaine athletes,
each from a different sporting background.
The Campus Rides service is available each week
Thursday through Saturday
from 8 p.m. to 2 a.m.

Grade: A
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Take time to appreciate
‘Escape from LA’: postapocalyptic before it was cool music, or anything else
Column
In recent years, movies with a post-apocalyptic
setting have become exceptiona l l y
common at
the box
office.
Films
l i k e
“After
Earth,”
“The
Netflix
Road”
Theatre
and “I
By Josh Deakin
A
m
L e g e n d ”
have been a huge success,
each bringing in a substantial amount of money. Unfortunately, this was not always the case.
The 1996 sequel to John
Carpenter’s “Escape from
New York” was a financial blunder. It made back
roughly half of what it cost
to make the film. Regardless of its box office performance, “Escape from LA”
has gained a loyal cult following.
The film was destined to
be a hit: Its predecessor had
hit it big just 15 years prior
earning more than $25 million on a $6 million budget.

Jaxon

from A12

Murphy’s
fundraising
efforts have already raised
$3,095 from friends, community members and random strangers who found out
about Jaxon through Montbleau.
Murphy and Storm are
also friends who share a passion for music, especially
the music of Montbleau. On
a whim Murphy contacted
Montbleau who agreed to
donate a concert and part
of his merchandise profit to
Jaxon and his family.
“It would be great to provide any ounce of hope and
determination for them looking forward,” Montbleau
said.
Jaxon and his best friend
danced at the front of the
stage. “He’s got good
rhythm,” Montbleau said as
he sang, “They say you better live for the moment, but
my entire life’s the whole
thing.”
With medical bills piling
up Storm is trying to give her
son all the support she can
while trying to provide for

“Escape from LA” featured
an all-star cast, including
Kurt Russell, Steve Buscemi, Peter Fonda, Stacy
Keach and Pam Grier.
The film begins with an
open narration explaining
the setting. Los Angeles
had been struck by a catastrophic earthquake that
brought on an even worse
tsunami. These two natural
disasters combined devastated the area and effectively sealed off Los Angeles
from the rest of the United
States. The now-island city
of Los Angeles essentially
becomes a giant prison for
America’s criminals.
Russell stars as anti-hero
Snake Plissken, who has
been arrested but is offered
a full pardon if he agrees to
carry out a single task: he
must enter Los Angeles and
retrieve a remote to a super-weapon that was stolen
from the president by his
brainwashed daughter, Utopia. He learns that he does
not have much of a choice
but to do what they say as
he has been infected with
a disease that will kill him
in 10 hours. Only the government has the antidote he
needs. Snake shoots off to
Los Angeles in a single-man
submarine, using sunken
highways to guide the way.
While the film has an en-

semble cast, it is sadly not
enough to make this sequel
able to stack up to the original. The film offers very
little to add to the story that
is different from “Escape
from New York.” There are
some very similar plot devices in the both films, what
does change is the particular ocean the film’s setting
lies next to.
There are, however, some
great scenes that make the
film very entertaining. One
scene, in particular, features
Snake in a motorcycle-totruck parkour stunt. The
movie does include some
goofy scenes as well including an unsettling encounter
with a Los Angeles plastic
surgeon as well as an odd
basketball game in a makeshift gladiator stadium.
There have been many
attempts at reviving the
Snake Plissken character. In
the early ’00s, Russell and
John Carpenter tried to create a television show based
on the character but failed
to get a network on board
with the idea. There have
also been attempts at making another sequel titled
“Escape from Earth” which
have never surfaced. Recently, there have been talks
of a remake of the first film
in the franchise, “Escape
from New York.”

him financially.
“It’s hard to see the light
at the end of the tunnel, but
we know that it is there,
somewhere,” said Murphy.
“We are fighting this battle
with Jax, and he needs all the
fighters he can get.”
Despite treatments, surgeries and invasive tests,
the “silly, smart and creative
boy” is beginning to feel better. The treatments are working and Jaxon’s doctors believe he will be at “low risk”
for returning cancer once
he’s in remission.
“We tell him every day
how brave and strong he is.
This is especially hard for
him to understand when he is
feeling so good. He doesn’t
understand why he has to go
through all of this, week after
week, and take all of these
medicines if he feels better,”
Storm said.
Besides finances Murphy
hopes this concert can provide peace of mind through
music for her friend and their
family.
“One of the biggest things
that this concert has done
was give Storm and her family hope. This is a way to not

only earn money but to also
show them how loved and
supported they are and to tell
them that we will be fighting
right along side them every
step of the way,” Murphy
said.
Montbleau hopes his chosen art form can serve its true
purpose.
“Making art in the first
place and sharing it is to elevate people. This is just a
more direct, more special
way to do that. It’s hard with
my schedule I just can’t run
every race. But any chance
I have to give back with the
career, that I’m grateful to
have, it’s my responsibility to do that if I can,” said
Montbleau, who travelled
from a show in Costa Rica to
Maine Saturday.
Storm said she was
speechless when she found
out about the concert.
“Music is a very big part
of our lives, and it has become a staple in helping
me get through some of my
darkest days.”
Donations for Jaxon’s
family can be made at:
https://www.youcaring.com/
hopeforjaxon.

The sign posted at the entrance to the Jaxon benefit concert

Danielle Walczak - Staff Writer

Column
As evidenced by the flood
of 6-second Vine videos, 10second Snapchat messages
and various other forms of
quickh i t
social
media,
we are
t h e
A D D
g e n e ration,
a produ c t
of the How I Hear It
By Derrick
wideRossignol
spread
availability
of so many things at once
online. We strive to absorb
as much of it as possible,
so some of the fat had to be
trimmed to accommodate
that need.
Efficient use of time is
fine, but some of the benefits
of long-form entertainment
are lost. This is especially
true in music, although that’s
been happening long before
the Internet took over. Due
to limitations of physical
formats, the distribution of
music began as vinyl records
of short, primitive blues and
western songs in the ’20s.
As technology advanced
and lead to higher-capacity
records, cassette tapes and
CDs, long-form music, or
at least lengthier collections
of music, became more en
vogue, as notably evidenced
by the plethora of progressive concept albums of the
’70s.
However, with the dawn
of the new millennium came
the dawn of the MP3 era,
which, in a way, saw habits of music consumption
revert to a state not terribly
different than how it was in
the ’20s, when brevity was
valued more than a timeconsuming-but-worth-it experience.
What seems to be misunderstood about music nowadays is that it can be an experience in and of itself, not
simply relegated to score
whatever primary activity
you’re participating in at the
moment. The finest modern
example of that is the concert. Thankfully, big acts
still make their living on the
road, because they’d prob-

ably starve if forced to rely
on music sales, but that’s another rant for another day.
It’s crazy to think that the
ADD generation still likes
to go to a 2-hour show to
hear music by the same band
— maybe two or three if
you count the openers. Then
again, many in the crowd
have their faces buried in
their phones or are watching
the show through their 3inch screens as they capture
shaky, unfocused video to
“preserve the moment,” but
again, that’s a discussion for
another time.
One problem with concerts is that they can be expensive, especially for college-age people having a
tough enough time to pay for
rent and gas without having
to rely on Ramen and fast
food for sustenance.
It’s easy to go to the Internet for entertainment, but
unfortunately, there is not
yet a way to accurately recreate the concert experience
online. The environment,
sights and sense of 360-degree immersion cannot yet
be recreated with consumerlevel technology.
It is possible to have a
different kind of concert
experience online that is
fulfilling in its own way.
A notable example is LCD
Soundsystem’s
sold-out
Madison Square Garden
performance on April 2,
2011. It was made clear
beforehand that this would
be the group’s final performance and that they were
calling it quits. The show
sold out within seconds,
but thankfully, for those not
able to attend, the show was
streamed live in its entirety
on Pitchfork.com.
The 4-hour concert was
surely moving for those in
attendance, but it was a thrill
to watch online as well.
They played all their recognizable songs and even got
some help from Arcade Fire
and Reggie Watts.
The reason this worked as
an online experience is because regardless of setting,
it was an event: one of the
most critically-successful
and loved bands of the ’00s
was coming to an end in an
untraditionally controlled
way while at the top of their
game. They didn’t fade into
obscurity 15 years and four
albums too late: they were

as good as they’ve ever been
and likely put the best show
they’ve ever put on. This
show was a cultural landmark, the impact of which
was apparent even through a
laptop screen.
This column kind of got
away from me quickly: I
saw that video from the Portugal. The Man and Local
Natives episode of Austin
City Limits was available to
watch online, so I was going to write a summary of
how you can watch other
full-length concerts online.
For your benefit, I’ll touch
on that point quickly: Try a
YouTube search for “[band
name], long” and from there,
learn what channels regularly post complete performances or have a substantial
archive.
What I want to say now
is this: music is a special,
special thing and should be
treated as such. I’m not saying you have to turn off the
lights and surround yourself
with candles every time you
want to hear a song. That’s
what great about it: you can
do that if you want to, or it
can make you dance in the
kitchen while preparing dinner, motivate your workout
or make the drive to class
seem a little bit shorter.
You owe it to yourself
not only to love music, but
explore it and see how much
of the broad spectrum you
can get into. You owe it to
yourself to be an eager, informed consumer of music.
In a larger sense, take
time to appreciate anything,
whether or not it’s music.
With our fingers constantly
tapping through apps, we
consume so much but appreciate very little of it. Take a
second and be thankful: the
fact that you’re able to read
this article or anything else
right now means you’re in a
much better place than many
others.
Really put your heart into
something and you’ll find
the joy that comes from it
will bleed into other areas
and make you a happier
person. Invest yourself in
something that means a lot
to you, regardless of how insignificant it may seem to an
outside observer.
Put down the phone for a
second; it’s worth it. There’s
a bunch of cool stuff out
there, so go find it.
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UMaine grad offers free rides for students
Cameron Paquette
News Editor

Making it through a night
in Orono’s sometimes hectic party scene has its challenges. Chief among these is
transportation.
In the past, there have been
several options available for
the less-than-sober college
student, including taxi rides,
the infamous Rage Bus and
the Late Night Local, otherwise known affectionately as
the “drunk bus.”
However, the Rage Bus
and taxis in particular can put
a significant dent in the wallet of not so financially stable
college students. It is with
these students in mind that
another option has risen: the
Tip Whip.
The Tip Whip is the flagship vehicle for Campus
Rides, a student-run organization created with the
intention of giving college
students free rides around the
Orono/Old Town area to keep
them from driving while under the influence.
Campus Rides is the
brainchild of Spencer Wood,
a first-year graduate stu-

dent studying human development. Wood completed
his undergraduate years at
UMaine and has degrees in
communications, human development and peace and
reconciliation studies.
“Coming up through my
undergraduate here, I’ve been
through every level, [from]
being a crazy freshman to
trying to figure out what
I’m gonna do when I graduate,” Wood said. “I grew up
from being a kid to being a
man here. At this stage I’m
just looking to give back to
the university and the Orono
area for allowing me to grow
into the person I am.”
The Salisbury, N.H. native
started advertising his ride
service during the first week
of the spring semester, catching the attention of students
on campus by attaching a
loudspeaker to his red Chevy
Astro van and announcing
his services. The van also
featured a magnetic sign on
the side with the slogan “#RideUs” and a phone number.
It is this magnetic sign that is
the calling card of a Campus
Rides vehicle.
Originally, Wood’s Astro

van — the Tip Whip — was
the only Campus Ride available. However, fellow students have joined with Wood
and volunteered their vehicles for the cause.
“I use the van to get the
bigger groups of kids that
are more likely to drink and
drive. I’m using other kids
and putting #RideUs magnets
on the side of their cars … to
help kids out,” Wood said.
“[These are] kids that feel
a similar way,” Wood said.
“Some of them don’t drink,
some of them just have a test
the next day and they don’t
have anything to do so they
go out and use Campus Rides
[socially] to meet new people
and maybe get a tip.”
Calling the number listed
on the #RideUs sign connects
those in need of a ride to the
Campus Rides hotline. From
there, a car is dispatched to
the caller’s location to offer
the customer a free ride to
any destination within the
Orono/Old Town area free
of charge, although tipping is
encouraged.
“Human development is
See Ride on A0

#RideUs along with the Campus Rides phone number

Photo Courtesy of Campus Rides

Comedian Kirson Ryan Montbleau plays benefit
entertains
for child with leukemia
in Union
Danielle Walczak
Staff Writer

Joshua Quinit - The Maine Campus

Jessica Kirson using her facial expressions to great effect

Jocelyn Nerney

For The Maine Campus
On Wednesday, Jan. 22
from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m., comedian Jessica Kirson performed in
the North Pod of the Memorial
Union, and while the crowd
was not large, she kept everyone laughing and entertained
from start to finish.
According to Kirson’s website, “She was selected to perform at the Hamptons, Toyota,
Marshall’s Women in Comedy, Comedy Central’s South
Beach, Montreal, and HBO’s
Las Vegas comedy festivals.
She was awarded ‘Best Female
Comic’ by the MAC association in New York City and recently accepted the Nightlife
Award for ‘Best Stand-up Comedian’ in New York City.”
She has been on multiple
TV shows including Comedy
Central’s “Premium Blend,”
NBC’s “Last Call With Carson
Daly” and NBC’s “The Tonight Show with Jay Leno.”
According to her website,
her YouTube channel, “The
Jessy K Show,” has “more
than 100 videos with a combined total of over 2.5 million
views.”

Audience members came
for various reasons, all looking for entertainment on a
cold winter’s day. First year
student Greg Palken said, “At
the organization event, a friend
told me about the show. It’s a
way to have fun and meet new
people.”
Opening act Danny Cohen
was happy that some people
were able to make it despite
the frigid temperatures. His
jokes mostly poked fun at himself, from fat jokes to talking
about being short. Instead of
having a Napoleon complex,
Cohen joked he has a Marie
Antoinette complex. He talked
about going to the gym and living in a small studio apartment
in Manhattan.
Once Kirson came in front
of the audience, it was easy to
see her performance was going
to be unpredictable. She kept
everyone guessing throughout
her performance and no topic
was off limits.
From the start Kirson also
talked about how frigid it was
outside, joking she was only
outside for a few minutes and
See Kirson on A9

Massachusetts-based
singer Ryan Montbleau performed a benefit concert for
an Orono family dealing
with their son’s Leukemia at
Minsky Recital hall on Saturday night.
Jaxon Hanscom, 4, was diagnosed with a common type
of childhood cancer, Acute
Lymphoblastic
Leukemia
in October after he started
having leg pains which doctors insisted for eight months
were just growing pains.
The concert began with
Jaxon’s parents asking him
to sit down.
“No, we’re dancing,” he
said.
Jaxon’s best friend’s
mother Erin Murphy felt
compelled to help when she
found out Jaxon’s mother,
Heidi Storm, had insurance which only covered 50
percent of Jaxon’s medical
bills.
“I didn’t want her to have
to worry about money, and if
I could make that one worry
go away, I wanted to do just
that,” said Murphy, who was
also Jaxon’s teacher in “toddler room” for two years.
See Jaxon on A

Danielle Walczak - Staff Writer

Jaxon and his older brother were very happy to see Montbleau perform

UMaine nursing students
prepare for third Belize trip
Danielle Walczak
Staff Writer

Nineteen nursing students will be boarding a
plane to Belize at the beginning of spring break in
March. The nursing students will go door to door
inviting the Belizeans to
their clinics. Here they will
provide the only health care
many of these patients will
see all year, and it’s all for
free.
In its third year, UMaine
Nursing International will
be providing healthcare
to all different ages in the
South American country of
Belize. The money they’ve
raised through various
fundraisers — the current

total being $2,035 — will
not help students pay for
their plane tickets, but will
go directly to toys, supplies
and care items for the Belizean people.
“Needs are everywhere,”
Pam Shimmel, a fourthyear student, said about her
second trip to Belize.
For many of the students,
traveling to Belize is an opportunity both to sharpen
their nursing skills and also
give back to a community
in need.
Belize has governmentfunded health care, but for
most of its citizens transportation becomes a barrier
between the ill and the service they need.
In a world where college

students typically party on
beaches during their spring
breaks, this trip provides a
meaningful alternative for
nursing students.
“To be honest, not everyone can say they went
and provided health care
in a Third World country,”
said Josh Hughes, who
will be traveling to Belize
for the second time. “A
lot of people can say ‘Oh,
I went down to Mexico,
I had a great time; I went
down with my friends,’ or
whatever, but again, a lot of
people can’t say they went
and immersed themselves
in a culture, learned from
them and helped take care
of them.”
Apart from service, the

trip is a win-win for the
participants’ careers. Katie
Smith, a junior, has had one
clinical and said she still
feels a little “rocky” but
hopes the trip will push her
out of her comfort zone.
“It will make me be more
at ease and will help my patients be more at ease with
me; that’s all I really want
[out of the trip],” she said.
The group hopes to
visit the same communities they have in years past.
Last year they had clinics
in different communities,
while also visiting a geriatric facility and a school,
where they taught kids how
to brush their teeth. They
See Belize on A9
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women’s Hockey

Black Bears swept
at Northeastern
UM loses close one in Game
1 before blowout in Game 2.
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LA Lakers
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Detroit
Portland
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VS. Miami
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Peyton vs.
Sherman

Who has the edge in
Super Bowl XLVIII?
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Men’s hockey splits with rival UNH
Black Bears take valuable three points in latest installment of the Border Battle
Jon Ouellette
Sports Editor

The No. 20 University of
Maine men’s hockey team
bounced back from a 3-2
loss Friday night with a 4-2
win the following evening to
split their two-game series
with the University of New
Hampshire this past weekend.
It was the first home-andhome series between the two
rivals since March of 1995.
The Black Bears – 12-93 overall, 6-4-2 in Hockey
East play – lead the all-time
series with a record of 60-516. They get back on the ice
with a two-game set at Notre
Dame University Feb. 7-8 after having next weekend off.
The Wildcats – 14-131 overall, 6-6-0 in Hockey
East – host the Irish in a twogame set of their own Jan. 31
and Feb. 1
Black Bears still winless
on the road after 3-2 loss to
UNH
UNH used two second
period goals, the eventual
game-winner coming from
junior forward Jay Camper,

to
best
after puck drop
UMaine 3on a two-on2 in the first
one with senior
game
of
center Kevin
the rivals’
Goumas. Sorhome-andkin elected to
home series
keep it himself,
at the Whitbeating Oueltemore
lette at the far
Center in
post to open
Durham,
the scoring.
N.H. Friday
Merchant’s
night.
first
official
The loss
tally of the
drops the
year came just
Black Bears
under two minto
0-8-2
utes later when
away from
he capitalized
the Alfond
on a fortunate
this season.
deflection in
They have
the slot followbeen outing a wrist shot
scored 32from freshman
15 in road
Haley Johnston • Photo Editor forward Josh
games in The Black Bears needed three third period goals to top the Wildcats at the Alfond Saturday
Henke. Mer2013-14.
chant used the
night.
Campheavy traffic
er’s
first
in front of the
UMaine senior goaltender
UNH senior forward Nick
goal of the season came less Martin Ouellette got the start Sorkin and UMaine sopho- crease to wire one past Dethan three minutes into the between the pipes, stopping more forward Will Merchant Smith and knot the score at
third period to extend the 24 of the 27 shots he faced each scored in the opening 1-1.
Wildcats’ lead to 3-1 off a in the loss. Junior Casey De- three minutes of the first peUNH senior defenseman
feed from freshman forward Smith earned the win for the riod to set the tone.
Eric Knodel would give the
Tyler Kelleher on a three-on- Wildcats after mustering 34
Sorkin’s 14th goal of the Wildcats the 2-1 lead with
two.
saves at the other end.
season came just 47 seconds just over seven minutes re-

maining in the second period
despite a dominant territorial
edge by the Black Bears.
He took a pass from sophomore blue-liner Brett Pesce
at the center dot and hammered one towards the net,
catching Ouellette off guard
and finding the net for his
sixth goal of the season.
UMaine senior forward
Mark Anthoine would bring
the Black Bears within one
once again with Ouellette
pulled in favor of the extra
skater, stuffing the puck past
DeSmith on the doorstep
with 54.7 seconds to go in
regulation, but that is as far
as the comeback would go. It
was Anthoine’s seventh goal
of the year.
The two teams played
in front of a sell-out crowd
at the Whit, UNH’s fourth
straight sell-out game.
The Black Bears outshot
the Wildcats 34-27. Both
teams finished 0-1 on the
power play.
Shore’s four points leads
UMaine to 4-2 comeback
victory over UNH
See Men’s Hockey on b

Losing streak hits six Women’s basketball still
for men’s basketball .500 after weekend set
all, 1-6 in conference play.
They’ll get a chance to right
the ship when they travel to
Durham to take on the University of New Hampshire
Jan. 29 at 7 p.m.
Bivins leads America
East newcomer UMassLowell past Black Bears

Jon Ouellette

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Poor crunch-time defense hurt UM against UML last Thurs.

Jon Ouellette &
Andrew Stefanilo

Sports Editor & Staff Reporter

The University of Maine
men’s basketball team’s

losing streak is up to six
following losses to UMassLowell and Stony Brook
this past week.
They sit in the cellar of
America East at 3-16 over-

BANGOR, Maine – The
University of Massachusetts-Lowell has a first-year
head coach in Pat Duquette,
it is their first season as a
Division-I men’s basketball program, and their best
player is less than a year
removed from surgery that
repaired a torn Achilles
tendon, but you wouldn’t
know that by their play on
the floor Thursday night at
the Cross Insurance Center.
The Riverhawks — 5-14
overall, 4-4 in America East
play following their loss to
UNH on Sunday — used a
late second half push to top
the reeling University of
Maine Black Bears 74-62
in the teams’ first meeting
in almost 30 years.
Senior forward and sixth
man Antonio Bivins led
UML with 25 points on
10-12 shooting and eight
rebounds off the bench to
go along with junior guard
Chad Holley’s 12 points,
See Men’s BBall on b

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Ashleigh Roberts attempts to finish at the rim against SBU.

Anthony Panciocco
Staff Reporter

The University of Maine
women’s basketball team
remains in fourth place in

America East following two
games this week. The Black
Bears took care of conference
newcomer UMass-Lowell on
the road Thursday night before losing decidedly to Stony

Brook at the Cross Insurance
Center Sunday afternoon.
UMaine is now an even
10-10 on the year, 4-3 against
conference foes. They’ll look
for their fifth win in seven
games when they host rival
University of New Hampshire
at the Cross Insurance Center
Wednesday night at 7 p.m.
Bodine shoots Black
Bears to 75-66 win over
UML
Sophomore guard Lauren
Bodine drained six 3-pointers, just one away from tying
the single-game school record, as she led the University
of Maine women’s basketball
team to a 75-66 victory over
the University of Massachusetts-Lowell
Riverhawks
Thursday night.
Lowell, who is in its inaugural season as a member of
the America East conference,
falls to 2-16 overall and 1-6
in conference. This contest
marked the first ever meeting
between the two programs.
The River Hawks have
struggled since entering conference play, beginning the
year on a 12-game losing
streak and ranking last in
scoring defense. They average 64.3 points per game,
good enough for fourth in the
conference.
The Black Bears started
See Women’s BBall on b

‘Thug’ label unfair for Seahawks’ Sherman
Column

Adam Robinson

For The Maine Campus
Richard Sherman said it
best in his newest Beats by Dre
commercial when asked about
being a “thug”: “Not everyone
from Compton is a gang member.”
Many words and names
were thrown around with reckless abandon on the Internet
after the Seattle Seahawks
All-Pro cornerback made what

many argue to be the top play
of the 2013-14 NFL season,
tipping a pass away from San
Francisco 49er wide receiver
Michael Crabtree to his Seattle
teammate Malcolm Smith in
the final minute to secure a trip
to the Super Bowl during the
NFC Championship game two
Sundays ago.
Twitter was the main source
of vulgar and racist comments
being plastered to Sherman’s
timeline following his postgame interview with Fox sideline reporter Erin Andrews.

Andrews asked Sherman to
take her through the final play
of the game when the eruption
occurred from Sherman.
“Well I’m the best corner
in the game,” Sherman said.
“When you try me with a sorry
receiver like Crabtree, that’s
the result [you’re going to] get.
Don’t you ever talk about me.”
Andrews then asked the
riled-up corner who was talking about him and Sherman answered loudly, “Crabtree. Don’t
you open your mouth about the
best, or [I’m going to] shut it for

you real quick.”
In the interview, Sherman
appeared angry and excited at
the same time, but every word
in his now famous outburst had
a motive behind it. According to
Sherman’s older brother, Branton, Sherman saw Crabtree at
Larry Fitzgerald’s charity event
this past summer and tried to
shake his hand but was rejected
and then almost got into a fight
that Crabtree attempted to start.
That day, Sherman vowed to
“make a play and embarrass
him.”

You may think, why do
people care what he said? He
just made the play of the year
and sent his team to the Super
Bowl, he has a lot of adrenaline
pumping, let him be excited.
That is definitely what I thought
as I watched Sherman explain
how he was the best corner in
the game, something he has
proclaimed many times prior
to Sunday’s contest. While the
interview was going on, nothing in my mind was connecting
the dots to his race or where he
came from, and that is still how

it is for me.
However, it seems that many
people have taken his rant that
direction. Some have gone as
far as to log onto their Twitter
accounts to spew hateful names
and phrases in the direction of
Richard Sherman, a native of
Compton, Calif. Words like the
“n-word,” “thug,” “monkey”
and more have been labeled
next to Sherman’s name online
and throughout the media over
the past week following the
See Sherman on b
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UMaine gives Wallace second chance after knee injury

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Wallace had 18 points and 11 assists against the Riverhawks
Thursday night.

Anthony Panciocco
For The Maine Campus

As a freshman at Baylor
University in 2008, Cherrish

Wallace had high hopes for
her basketball career. Those
hopes and dreams were put
on hold after just 11 games
when she suffered a stress

fracture in her leg.
The devastating injury
required a titanium rod in
her right tibia, causing her
pain and discomfort through
the rehabilitation process.
Wallace never gave up
on her dream, but does admit there were times when
the outlook was bleak.
“It was never out of sight
in my mind, but I did not
know if I could play college
ball again,” Wallace said. “I
always wanted to but had
questions in my head about
if I would get to play.”
Wallace graduated from
Baylor in 2012 with a degree in general studies and
education.
Now, five years after the
injury, Wallace is back on
the hardwood thanks to a
familiar face that she knew
from her time at Baylor.
University of Maine head
coach Richard Barron was
formerly an assistant coach
at Baylor where he helped
recruit Wallace originally.
When Wallace knew she
wanted to play again, she
knew who she could reach
out to.
“A little bit of loyalty
lies in that,” Wallace said.
“He recruited me at Baylor
and when I knew I wanted
to play again I gave him a
call. Even though it wasn’t
easy, he made it possible. A

lot of credit goes to Coach
Barron getting me here.”
Even when Wallace
was physically able to
play again, there were still
hurdles to get back on the
court. It took until Jan. 1,
nearly halfway through the
Black Bears’ season, to get
a waiver from the NCAA.
Now that she is back on
the court, UMaine’s new
point guard has made an instant impact. She has started
five of the six games she has
played in and averaged 10.8
points and six assists per
game.

fornia kid, so the weather
is very different. My teammates have really done a
great job taking me in and
making me a part of their
family.”
From California to Texas
and now to Maine, basketball has given Wallace the
opportunity to see parts of
the country and world she
had not even imagined.
The adjustments have not
always been easy, but they
have been part of her life for
quite a few years.
“The crazy thing is I have
been everywhere because of

pend on these days and it
takes me away from all of
my problems. That alone
time praying is what gets
me through. My family and
friends are also a huge part
of that.”
With the Black Bears in
the midst of a single-season
turnaround in which they
have already doubled their
win total from last year with
10 games still left to play,
Wallace has added some experience and intensity to an
already solid team.
“For myself, as a player I
want to help set those team
goals and win. I want to get
somewhere that they haven’t
been in a while, whether that
“It was never out of sight in my mind, but I did not is a big tournament or even
winning the conference.”
know if I could play college ball again.”
This season will be WalCherrish Wallace lace’s last year of eligibility,
Senior guard, women’s basketball but her basketball goals do
not end with the season.
“If I don’t go pro here or
overseas I want to go back
Despite her success in a little old basketball — I home or to California doing
basketball, her biggest ad- have been all around the what I love, which is workjustment has come off of world. The big thing this ing with kids. I am really
the court. Born and raised time is the weather, but af- not happy unless I am makin Pasadena, Calif., Wal- ter moving around so much ing a difference.”
lace could not be much far- I have really learned to adWallace’s time at UMaine
ther from home than Orono, just fast to everything.”
has given new life to her
Maine but says she has
With all of that mov- dream of playing basketball.
found comfort in her team- ing and the pressure put on With the homestretch of her
mates.
Wallace to perform on the season — and possibly her
“It’s been great but it’s court, she finds comfort in basketball career — looma different kind of experi- quiet time.
ing, she will be sure to make
ence,” she said. “I’m a Cali“Prayer is all I really de- the best of it.

Mackey making strides in second year
Andrew Stefanilo
Staff Reporter

University of Maine
redshirt-sophomore Ethan
Mackey is coming off of a
career week for the men’s
basketball team. The 6foot-7 forward scored a career high 24 points against
the University at Albany
last week before grabbing
10 rebounds and adding
two blocks against the University of MassachusettsLowell five days later.
“It was a confidence
booster having a career
high in a close game against
a good team,” Mackey
said. “Not being able to get
the win was disappointing
and is always the goal, so
it does take away from the
milestone.”
Mackey started playing basketball in the third
grade along with many
other sports until he ultimately decided to devote
his time strictly to the
hardwood.
“As a kid I played baseball, soccer and football,
but when I got to high
school I focused only on

basketball because I was
best at it,” Mackey said.
Mackey continued to
work at the sport he loved
before ultimately joining
head coach Ted Woodward
at UMaine.
“My goal my whole life
was to become a DivisionI player and I did not think
I was good enough coming out of high school, so I
did a year at a prep school
where our coach helped
me do what it took to become a Division-I player,”
Mackey said.
Mackey played at Voorheesville High School in
New York. A two-time captain, Mackey scored more
than 1,000 career points
and averaged more than
20 points and 10 rebounds
per game. He later attended Northfield-Mount Hermon Prep, ranked among
the 10-best prep schools in
the country, to sharpen his
skills before attempting to
make it at the Division-I
level.
“My prep school coach,
John Carroll, did a really good job at making
me play to my strengths

and eliminating things I
was not good at,” Mackey
said.
Mackey redshirted during his freshman year
UMaine and played minimum time in the 20122013 season.
“Both prep school, my
redshirt year, and last year
when I didn’t play — it re-

seven rebounds and missed
only one shot from the
field, going 11-12, to add
to his career-high scoring
output against the Great
Danes.
Despite Mackey’s recent successes, the team
continues to struggle. The
Black Bears are 3-16 on
the season and have now

a lot of experience playing
together. I think when we
play to our strengths, we
are a very good team.”
The Black Bears will
need some more solid
games from Mackey if
they look to turn things
around this season.
“I think we need to play
better defense, rebound
better, and move the
ball well,” Mackey said.
“The thing that motivates me the most
“When we move the ball
is knowing how hard I have worked my
we create lots of opportunities to score.”
whole life to be where I am now.”
Despite only netting 2
points on 1-2 shooting in
Ethan Mackey the loss to UML, Mackey
Sophomore forward, men’s basketball still found ways to contribute as evidenced by his
work on the glass.
ally helped me take a look lost six straight following
“My favorite part of the
at the game and see what Sunday’s defeat to Stony game is rebounding and
was effective,” Mackey Brook University.
going hard after the ball,”
said. “I attribute my suc“The season has been Mackey said.
cess to all my previous somewhat disappointing
Despite his uptick in
coaches, especially my this year because of our play, he still sees ways to
prep school coach who record so far,” Mackey improve.
made it very clear what I said. “This is because we
“I need to work on
had to do to be success- are young and don’t have guarding post players betful.”
Mackey is shooting
64.1 percent on the season
playing about 16 minutes
a game. Mackey grabbed

ter,” Mackey said. “I don’t
do a good job playing
against good post players
one-on-one on the block.
I also need to do a better
job at helping on defense
when someone is driving
[to the basket].”
Mackey remains motivated and looks to be not
only a more consistent
contributor but to remain
focused and remember
how he got to where he is
today.
“The thing that motivates me the most is
knowing how hard I have
worked my whole life to
be where I am now. This
makes me want to never
give up on any play and
play as hard as I can every
possession.”
The Black Bears will
need more of that kind of
heart if they hope to get
back in the win column
against rival University of
New Hampshire in Durham Jan. 29.

of a ball-hawking secondary
that led the NFL in interceptions with 28 during the regular season, with Sherman producing a league-leading eight
of them.
They only gave up 273
yards per game to opposing offenses this year and forced 39
takeaways, both league-highs.
Saying that the Broncos will
have their hands full is truly an
understatement.
Understand that Manning
is the best quarterback in the
game. There is no doubt that his
hands are all over the Broncos’
success this season, and his
methodical technique of picking apart opposing defenses
through the air may be the best
the NFL has ever seen. He’s
also blessed with undoubtedly the best set of receivers in
the NFL, which includes Wes
Welker, Demaryius Thomas
and tight end Julius Thomas.
Manning has an arsenal of
weapons at his disposal, but
will that be enough to defeat
the Seahawks?
I think not.
Seattle’s defense is too
good for Denver, despite the
Broncos’ gaudy offensive
numbers. They will be able
to hurry Manning, disrupt his
timing and cause turnovers.
All it takes is one turnover
for them to win. One miscue
against Seattle can end your
day.
The best part about the
havoc they create defensively

is how well it compliments
their offense. By causing turnovers, they can run a balanced
offense down the field, which
fits right into their strengths on
that side of the ball.
Because they are rarely behind, they don’t have to force
young Russell Wilson to take
on a huge load in the passing
game, allowing them instead
to spread the ball among their
other playmakers like Marshawn Lynch, Golden Tate and
Percy Harvin if he’s healthy.
It is hard to beat a team that
plays good defense and can
run the ball effectively, despite
how pass-happy the NFL has
become in recent years. If you
can stop your opponent from
scoring, create turnovers and
run the ball, you can control
the speed of the game.
The Seahawks’ defense
relies on its offense’s ability to keep the opponent off
the field with its ground and
pound approach, just as their
offense benefits from the Seattle defense’s ability to cause
turnovers.
Manning will make his impressive throws and put a few
scores on the board, but this
should be a close game, coming down to one important
play — a play that Seattle’s
defense will make, much like
it did against the San Francisco
49ers in the NFC title game.
I predict a Seahawks win in
one of the best Super Bowls of
the last decade.

Peyton vs. Sherman:
Who
has
the
edge?
Weather a big factor
in Super Bowl outcome
Column

Cody Lachance

For The Maine Campus
The biggest concern for
the NFL after it decided to let
New York’s MetLife Stadium
host Super Bowl XLVIII was
that weather would become
a large factor in determining
the outcome of the game. As
of now, the forecast for the
Super Bowl is cold and rainy
— quite unlike the games
we’ve seen in recent years
that were played in domes or
warm climates.
Regardless of what any
football analyst says, the
weather is the absolute largest X-factor in Super Bowl
XLVIII.
The Seattle Seahawks
and Denver Broncos play
nearly polar opposite styles
of football. Denver’s Peyton
Manning and his record setting offense want to make
the game a track meet where
he can air it out all day to
his cast of Pro Bowl-caliber
receivers, while cornerback
Richard Sherman and the Seahawks “Legion of Boom”
wants to slow the game down
and stop Manning from driv-

ing as much as they can.
If the weather forecast
holds out and it is cold and
rainy on Super Bowl Sunday,
then the Seattle Seahawks
will win their first ever Super Bowl. A cold, rainy game
plays right into their hands as
they are a ground and pound
team that lives off running
the ball with Marshawn
“Beast Mode” Lynch. Russell Wilson has the ability
to make a throw if he needs
to, but he also has the ability
to get outside the pocket and
run for some yards himself.
Add that to the top ranked
defense in the NFL, and this
team should be praying for
the absolute worst weather
possible on Sunday.
Manning has put up the
best statistical season by any
quarterback in NFL history.
Breaking nearly every offensive record there is, the
Broncos have had few issues
scoring points this year.
Manning won’t be as
lucky as he was during the
AFC Championship game
when he benefitted from
sunny, 60 degree weather
and his Broncos beat the
New England Patriots 2616. He will have difficulty

passing the ball against the
Seahawks superb secondary,
but add onto that a cold, driving rain, and it only adds up
for disaster for the Broncos.
Although Denver running
backs Knowshon Moreno
and Montee Ball have done
a decent job all year, if Manning can’t establish the pass
game, the Seahawks front
seven should be able to keep
them in check.
If the weather forecast
stays the same, Manning’s
historic season will run short
and he will lose his second
straight Super Bowl appearance. There have been four
quarterbacks who have led
the league in passing yards
and passing touchdowns,
as Manning did this season.
The three quarterbacks before him all lost in the Super
Bowl.
The more physical, defensive teams normally find a
way to win in February over
the more offensive, finessed
teams. With bad weather in
the forecast, this only helps
Seattle’s cause. On Sunday,
Russell Wilson will lead the
Seahawks to their first ever
Super Bowl title over Manning’s Denver Broncos.

Column
Defense wins championships; it’s really that simple.
If you
don’t
believe
t h a t ,
have a
chat with
the 2007
N e w
England
Patriots.
By Jacob
StaPosik
tistically,
the Broncos have to be the favorite going into Super Bowl Sunday,
posting staggering offensive
numbers like 457.3 yards of total offense per game and 340.2
passing yards per game during
the regular season. They managed to score 37.9 points per
game during that stretch.
However, if Peyton Manning and the Denver Broncos expect success similar to
what they had against New
England last week in the AFC
title game, they will receive a
wakeup call on Feb. 2 against
the stout Seattle Seahawk defense.
The Seahawks have allstars at nearly every defensive
position, including Richard
Sherman at cornerback, who
despite his narcissistic comments after defeating the San
Francisco 49ers, really is the
best at his position in the NFL.
Sherman is just one member
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Northeastern sweeps women’s hockey in Boston
Jacob Posik

For The Maine Campus
The
University
of
Maine women’s ice hockey team fell to 3-16-5 and
1-10-3 in Hockey East
play with a pair of losses
to the Northeastern University Huskies over the
weekend.
The Black Bears suffered a heartbreaking
overtime
loss
Friday
night before falling by six
goals the following evening. UMaine will look to
bounce back in their twogame home set against the
University of New Hampshire Feb. 1-2. Puck drop
for both contests is set for
3 p.m.
Northeastern — 11-122 overall, 7-6-2 in conference play — host conference foe University of
Vermont Feb. 1 at 2 p.m.
Wallace nets overtime winner to top Black
Bears 4-3
UMaine
sophomore
goaltender
Meghann
Treacy’s 34 saves weren’t
enough for the Black
Bears against Northeastern in Game One, falling
to the Huskies 4-3 in overtime at Matthews Arena in
Boston Friday night.
A tightly contested first
period kept both teams
scoreless despite several
opportunities for both
squads, with Northeastern
edging the Black Bears in
shots 12-7.
The scoring began in
the second period when
Huskies senior defender
Maggie Brennolt found
the back of the net on
a beautiful assist from
sophomore forward Paige
Savage with 13 minutes
remaining in the period.
Savage’s sharp, quick pass

Haganey and junior defender Colleen Murphy on
assists from sophomore
defender Tori Hickel,
freshman forward Hayley
Masters and freshman forward Haley Scamurra early into the second period
after a scoreless first.
UMaine tallied one
goal in that stretch from
sophomore forward Abbey Cook on an unassisted
effort with 5 minutes left
in the second stanza.
Northeastern responded when Scamurra tallied
a goal of her own right before the second intermission, giving the Huskies
the 4-1 advantage entering the final frame.
Both teams tallied 22
shots on net through the
first 40 minutes.
The Huskies continued
to pour it on with goals
from junior forward Chelsea Goldberg and Wallace
early in the third.
The Black Bears scored
Haley Johnston • Photo Editor
for
the final time in the
The Black Bears will look for their fourth win of the year against archrival UNH in a two-game set next weekend.
contest when sophomore
met Brennolt’s stick, and zone, skated up ice and lead on the power play a leading pass up ice into defender Kelsey MacSorBrennolt sent a shot that faked out a Northeastern with just 9 minutes re- the attacking zone. Wal- ley scored her first goal
went five-hole on Treacy defender before sending a maining in regulation. lace received the puck of the season off an assist
before she could recover wrister into the top right Junior forward Hailey and sent a speedy wrist by senior forward Missy
from about 20 feet out.
corner with less than 2 to Browne tallied her first shot over Treacy’s right Denk, cutting the differUMaine responded on a play until intermission.
goal of the season on shoulder to clinch it.
ential to four at 6-2.
goal from sophomore forNortheastern knotted a putback attempt that
Desjardins recorded 27
Northeastern would net
ward Audra Richards as- the game at 2 just mo- snuck past Northeastern saves in the win. North- two more goals late in the
sisted by junior Brittney ments later. After a too junior netminder Chloe eastern outshot UMaine third. Savage tallied a goal
Huneke less than 5 min- many players on the ice Desjardins, putting the 38-30 in the contest.
with 5 minutes remaining,
utes later. The puck was penalty was called on the Black Bears up 3-2.
Four-goal second pe- and Wallace tallied her
sent back to Huneke at the Black Bears, the HusNortheastern
would riod boosts Huskies past second of the game and
point off the faceoff, and kies power play capital- r e s p o n d
third of the
she sent a slap shot that ized on a slap shot from once again.
weekend
deflected off Richards the point by freshman This time it
with
just
stick and under the bar defender Heather Mot- was Mottau
seconds reThe Black Bears have now lost two straight maining on
to tie the game with her tau. Treacy was heavily finding seninth tally of the season.
screened on the play, and nior forward
an
assist
since besting Providence 1-0 on Jan. 19.
The Black Bears took the quick shot found its Brittany Esfrom Goldtheir first lead of the game way through, tying the posito, who
berg.
on an unassisted effort by game at 2 with slightly sent a wrist
B o t h
senior forward Brianne over 14 minutes of play shot soaring
teams finKilgour. Kilgour stole remaining.
past Treacy
ished
the
the puck in the defensive
UMaine regained the to knot the game at 3 with UMaine 8-2
contest with 32 shots on
5 minutes to play in the
The Black Bears’ strong net. Treacy had a rough
third. Neither team would play from the night before go in net with 19 saves on
find the net in the closing failed to carry over into 23 shots, while Desjardins
minutes to send it to extra game two, with North- recorded a solid 30 saves
time.
eastern lighting the lamp on 32 shots for the HusNortheastern found the eight times to top UMaine kies. UMaine sophomore
twine midway through the 8-2.
goaltender Natalie Robovertime period to take it
Northeastern got off inson played the final pe4-3.
to a quick three-goal lead riod for the Black Bears,
Esposito found senior with goals from Esposito, mustering five stops on
placed 22nd in the 100- nior Erica Smrcina, fresh- forward Kelly Wallace on freshman forward Melissa nine shots faced.
meter freestyle with a time man Katerina Mosqueraof 49.70 seconds. Eng- Cardi and senior Lauren
land finished 12th during Dwyer — placed fourth
the 100-meter backstroke with a time of 1:51.54.
with a time of 54.90 secSenior Kara Capossela
onds, and Hoffman fin- snagged ninth place during
ished 10th in the 200-meter the 1-meter dive and sevbreaststroke with a time of enth in the 3-meter dive.
2:16.24.
Harvey finished in third
On the women’s side, place during the 100-meter
sophomore Taylor Sharp breaststroke with a time of
placed 14th during the 1:06.73 while junior Abby
100-meter backstroke with Linn and Smrcina finished
a time of 1:02.94, fresh- 18th and 19th, respectiveman Kailey Dowd finished ly.
in eighth place during the
Smrcina finished in
1650-meter freestyle with eighth place in the 100-mea time of 18:03.01, and ter fly with a time of 59.20
senior Shannon Bender seconds, while Dwyer folplaced finished 11th in lowed up in 16th place
the 400-meter with a time with a time of 1:00.23.
of 4:45.88. Bender would
The women’s team will
also place seventh in the host the University of New
200-meter backstroke with Hampshire in a conference
a time of 2:11.87.
meet Jan. 31 at 5 p.m. The
The women’s 200-meter men’s side doesn’t get back
medley relay — comprised into action until Feb. 28 for
of junior Naja Harvey, se- the ECAC championships.

Swimming and diving
compete at Dartmouth
Chelsea Gillies

For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
men’s and women’s swimming and diving teams
competed at the Dartmouth Invitational this
past weekend. The men’s
team finished fifth overall
with a score of 122, while
the women’s team finished
sixth with a score of 249.
On the men’s side, senior Caleb Hoffman, freshman John Carlucci, sophomore Shane Kinnon and
sophomore Matt England
took ninth place during
the men’s 200-meter medley relay with a time of
1:40.13.
Carlucci finished eighth
in the 400-meter individual medley with a time of
4:17.82. He also finished
eighth in the 200-meter fly
with a time of 2:00.41.
Junior David Vittori

Reed takes 60m hurdles
at Terrier Classic
Chelsea Gillies

For The Maine Campus
The
University
of
Maine’s men’s and women’s
track and field teams competed at the Joe Donahue
Games in Worcester, Mass.
this past weekend, and both
had impressive results. The
games were hosted by the
College of the Holy Cross.
On the men’s side, Daniel Roukey took third place
during the 200-meter dash
with a time of 22.56 seconds, while teammate Jake
Leithiser took fourth during
the 400-meter with a time
of 49.96 seconds.
Nathaniel Meade grabbed
a first-place finish in the
triple jump with a mark of
15.07 meters. Teammate
Brian Woodbury finished

third in the shot put with a
throw of 15.51 meters, and
Liam Nee finished fifth during the 800-meter run with
a final time of 1:56.06.
For the women, Robyn
McFetters finished fifth in
the shot put with a throw of
14.71 meters.
During the field events,
Jaclyn Masters finished
fourth place in the pole
vault with a height of 10
meters, 11.75 inches. The
first place finisher was Williams College senior Jenna
Adams with a height of 1205.50.
UMaine senior Ashten
Hackett finished second
place in the 60-meter hurdles with an impressive
time of 9.06 seconds.
Junior James Reed,
Adam Wilson and Justin

Gagne competed in the John
Thomas Terrier Classic at
Boston University Saturday
afternoon.
Reed stole the show once
again, taking first in the 60meter hurdles by just a .02
second margin with a time
of 8 seconds, just .03 seconds shy of the school record he set last season.
Gagne finished sixth in
the shot put with a throw
of 16.52 meters and 16th
in the weight throw with
a final distance of 15.41
meters. Wilson took sixth
in the weight throw with a
mark of 18.20 meters.
The Black Bears will get
their first taste of the newly
revamped New Balance
Track and Field facility
when they host Holy Cross
Feb. 1 at 11 a.m.
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Men’s BBall
from B1

six assists and two steals.
“Any win in this league
is a great win for us,” Duquette said. “We’re real excited — our guys are really
starting to play with some
confidence that they can
win in this league.
“I’ve got some good seniors. Anytime you’ve got
seniors like that, I think you
give yourselves a chance to
win, and that’s really been
the difference for us this
second semester.”
Senior guard Akeem Williams chipped in 11 points
and four assists in 33 minutes for the Riverhawks.
The Black Bears finished
up their three-game homestand with their fifth straight
loss. After taking a slim
33-29 lead into halftime,
UMaine allowed 45 second
half points thanks in large
part to UML’s 32-20 points
in the paint advantage and a
39-27 rebounding edge.

Women’s BBall
from B1

fast with an 11-2 run that
featured two 3-pointers from
Bodine and one from redshirt senior Cherrish Wallace. Bodine went on to score
a game-high 20 points to go
along with four rebounds and
four steals. Wallace collected
her second double-double of
the season with a career-high
18 points and 11 assists.
UML sophomore forward
Lindsey Doucette did not
let the game get away from
them. She spearheaded a 12-2
run over the next eight minutes to give the Riverhawks a
one-point advantage halfway
through the first. The 6-foot2-inch Doucette had her way
in the paint, tallying three
straight layups for 6 points
during the run. Doucette finished with 17 points on 817 shooting and grabbed 13
boards.
UMaine senior guard Ashleigh Roberts scored 6 of her
18 points as the half drew to
a close. Two of those points
came off of a steal from
Bodine that led to a pass from
Wallace, resulting in two successful free-throw attempts.
The Black Bears looked
poised to go into the half

Sherman
from B1

incident. The day before Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, some
people proved that not much
has changed in America regarding race.
Sherman’s choke sign with
his hands after the play, his loud
voice and long dreads give him
the stereotypical “thug” look
and sound that not many people
are totally comfortable with.
Some say racism is leaving
the country quicker and quicker
with passing time, but one quick
search on Twitter will show you
that that we may not be as far
along as we think. Sherman
was not deaf to the criticism he
received, either.
“It was really mind-boggling, the way the world reacted,” Sherman said in his CNN
interview with Rachel Nichols.
“I can’t say the world — I don’t
want to generalize people like
that because there are a lot of
great people who didn’t react
that way. But for the people who
did react that way and throw the
racial slurs and things like that
out there, it was really sad.”
Many people don’t know
that the loud-mouth Seattle corner went to Stanford University,
that he had an almost perfect
3.9 GPA and got his degree
there. Many people don’t know
that he got to Stanford after
growing up in the rough city of
Compton, a place that Sherman
knows well.
“I know some real thugs,”
Sherman said. “And they know
I’m the furthest thing from a
thug.”
None of that matters to a lot
of people. It doesn’t seem to
matter that Sherman is a smart
and well-spoken athlete who
has gotten himself out of a city
where not much is expected of a
person and has elevated himself
to the top of the game in just his
third year in the NFL.
“Why can’t he just be quiet
and celebrate quieter like the
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UMaine shot 38.5 percent from the floor — and
1-10 from beyond the arc
— in the second 20 minutes
after shooting 44.4 percent
before the break. Their 16
turnovers led to 18 UML
points at the other end.
“Obviously we’re disappointed,” UMaine head
coach Ted Woodward said.
“The game teetered in the
last 6 or 7 minutes or so.
We just had trouble making
a couple shots — we had
some good looks, but unfortunately they didn’t go
down. I give them credit,
in particular [Bivins] inside
who had a great game for
them and made a couple key
shots down the stretch.”
Junior guard Xavier Pollard led the Black Bears
with 15 points, five assists,
one block and two steals in
31 minutes off the bench.
Junior forward Kilian Cato
went 3-10 from 3 as part of
his 14-point performance,
while sophomore forward
Till Gloger added 12 and
freshman guard Troy Reid-

Knight poured in 10 points
on 6-7 shooting from the
charity stripe, four assists
and four rebounds. Redshirt-sophomore forward
Ethan Mackey added 10 rebounds and two blocks.
With the game still in the
balance in the last half of
the second, the Riverhawks
grabbed the momentum
with a key spurt with the
game tied at 54.
After a Pollard miss,
Bivins sparked an 8-0 run
with two free throws at the
other end before sophomore guard Mark Cornelius
added another two from the
line on their next possession. UML finished 18-20
from the charity stripe.
Holley would tack on two
more from the free throw
line after Pollard failed to
convert on the double bonus to give the Riverhawks
the 62-54 edge with less
than 4 minutes to go.
Cato would convert a
traditional 3-point play following a fast break to make
it 62-57 with 2:53 remain-

ing, but UML’s tough defense stripped Pollard on
his way to the goal their
next time down. Bivins
would eventually score on
a left hook after an offensive rebound at the other
end kept the possession
alive. He would seal it two
possessions later, giving
the Riverhawks their largest lead of the game to that
point with an exclamation
dunk, his fifth of the game,
which made it 66-57.
“I know for us to be successful, we’re going to have
to be a pretty good halfcourt man-to-man defensive [team], so we worked
pretty hard on that this
week in practice,” Duquette
said when asked about his
team’s defensive effort.
The Black Bears, who
used their 13th different
starting lineup in 18 games
this season, forced 17 UML
turnovers themselves, but
could not keep the Riverhawks off the glass enough
to negate their poor shooting performance.

UMaine led by as many
as 7 in the first half thanks
to a 23-14 edge in bench
points led by Pollard’s 5-9
shooting performance in the
opening 20 minutes where
he scored 11 of his 15 total
points.
Bivins led UML in the
first half with 10 points on
5-7 shooting and three rebounds.
Black Bears drop sixth
straight, falls to Stony
Brook 79-61
Pollard’s 19 point, 5 assist and 5 rebound effort
was not enough Sunday afternoon, as the Black Bears
fell to Stony Brook University 79-61 for their sixth
straight loss.
Stony Brook had five
different players with double-digit scoring led by redshirt-freshman guard Ahmad Walker with 22. Walker
shot 9-12 from the floor and
grabbed 11 rebounds to register a double-double.
Senior guard Dave Coley had 17 points for the

Seawolves to go along with
six rebounds and four assists. Senior guard Anthony
Jackson and sophomore
guard Carson Puriefoy both
had 11 points while senior
forward Eric McAlister
chipped in with 10 points
and seven rebounds.
Stony Brook shot 52 percent from the field and had
41 total rebounds compared
to UMaine’s 28 boards. The
Black Bears shot 41 percent
for the game.
The win is Stony Brook’s
sixth straight and has them
sitting at 15-6 and a perfect
7-0 atop the America East
conference.
The first half ended at
27-20 with the Black Bears
still in the game despite
their offensive struggles.
The second half was all
Stony Brook, as they came
out with an 11-0 run. With
the score at 38-20, UMaine
never really bounced back.
The Black Bears had it
down to 12 points but
couldn’t get any closer to
mount a comeback.

up by 11, but Lowell junior
guard Jasmine McRoy connected on a 3-pointer as she
was fouled before tacking
on her free throw to cut the
deficit to seven going into the
break.
McRoy and Wallace led
their respective teams in
the first half with 11 points
apiece.
The Black Bears started
strong once again in the second half courtesy of five quick
points from Wallace. The two
teams went shot for shot until 3-pointers from UMaine
sophomore guard Chantel
Charles and Bodine and a
jump shot from freshman Sigi
Kolzar put the Black Bears up
by 14 with just over 13 minutes to play.
Bodine and Roberts carried the Black Bears down the
stretch, scoring 16 combined
points in the last 11:39.
The Black Bears shot the
ball well once again, connecting on 52 percent of their tries
from the field and 50 percent from 3. They were outrebounded 38-36 but scored
25 points off of turnovers to
Lowell’s 18.
Wallace, Bodine and Roberts all had double-digit points
for the Black Bears while
Roberts added a team-high
eight boards. Charles scored

8 points off of the bench with
three assists and three boards.
Doucette took down 13
rebounds to go along with 17
points for the Riverhawks.
McRoy grabbed eight rebounds and led the team with
19 points to add to sophomore
guard Shannon Samuels’ 16.
Seawolves stifle Black
Bear shooters, close in on
conference-leading Albany
UMaine suffered a tough
65-49 loss to the Stony Brook
University Seawolves Sunday
afternoon.
The Black Bears slip back
to .500 on the season at 1010 and 4-3 in America East
play, while the second-place
Seawolves improve to 15-5
overall and 6-1 in conference
play.
Stony Brook entered the
game leading the all-time
series 15-13. They have held
opponents to just 60.7 points
per game while averaging
64.4 offensively this season.
The Seawolves jumped
out to a quick 5-0 lead, but
the Black Bears did not waste
much time responding. Sophomore forward Mikaela Gustafsson hit a jumper before
finishing at the rim a couple
of possessions later to cut the
deficit to one.
Stony Brook senior guard
Chikilra Goodman jumpstart-

ed the Seawolves, scoring six
straight points and prompting UMaine to use their first
timeout of the game.
A 3-pointer from UMaine
sophomore guard Sophie
Weckstrom and a 3-point play
from senior forward Ashleigh
Roberts brought the Black
Bears back to within three
points with 9:44 to play in the
half.
The Black Bears continued to fight but every shot
they hit was answered by the
Seawolves.
Weckstrom drilled two
more 3-pointers as the half
wound down, but Goodman and junior guard Jessica
Ogunnorin helped extend the
Stony Brook lead to 32-20 at
the half. Stony Brook finished
the half on a 15-4 run in the
final seven minutes.
The Black Bears were led
in scoring by Weckstrom and
her trio of 3-pointers for 9
points. The Seawolves got a
strong first half from Goodman, who scored 10 points on
an efficient 5-7 shooting.
Roberts got things going
for the Black Bears in the second half with a layup and two
free throws to cut the deficit
to eight.
The Seawolves would respond quickly, upping their
lead to 18 before UMaine

sophomore guard Sigi Koizar’s drive through several
defenders for a layup and a
foul brought the Black Bears
within 15.
The Stony Brook defense
stepped up after Koizar’s
layup, allowing the Black
Bears just two points through
the next 10 minutes to extend
their lead to 56-29.
“Our offense was just bad
today,” UMaine head coach
Richard Barron said. “It was
not at all what we hoped it
would be. Today was a day
that we just did not shoot the
ball well.”
UMaine sophomore forward Liz Wood struggled in
the first half, but would not
give in with her team down
25 with six minutes to play.
Wood scored six straight
points thanks to four free
throws.
The Black Bears still fell
65-49 despite a 12-5 spurt to
close the game.
“It’s inexcusable,” Wood
said. “Our coaches gave us
a great game plan, so I think
it’s really on us that we didn’t
execute it like we were supposed to.”
Wood led the Black Bears
with 15 points and five rebounds while Roberts chipped
in 9 points and two assists.
The Black Bears struggled

from the field, shooting just
30.8 percent from the floor
and 18.2 percent from beyond
the 3-point line. On the other
side, the Seawolves shot the
ball well, shooting 63.5 percent from the field and 61.7
from 3.
The Black Bears are the
best 3-point shooting team in
America East, but were held
to just four 3s, three of which
came in the first half. Stony
Brook is the second-ranked
3-point shooting defense in
the conference and used that
to their advantage.
“They are the top shooting 3-point team in the league
and they have so many players that can shoot 3s,” Stony
Brook head coach Beth
O’Doyle said. “It seems like
when one gets hot they all
get hot, so we really tried as
a group to take that away and
make them put the ball on the
floor.”
The Seawolves lead the
conference in rebounding
and capitalized on that advantage, taking down 45 boards
to UMaine’s 30. Stony Brook
was led by eight rebounds
from sophomore forward
Brittany Snow and six from
junior forward Sabre Proctor.
Stony Brook returns home
to take on the University at
Albany Thursday night at 7

rest of his team? I didn’t see
Peyton Manning yelling and
proclaiming himself the best
while calling an opposing player ‘mediocre’ or ‘sorry.’”
Rarely are the motives
looked at when these incidents
arise. Confidence is sometimes
crossed into cockiness, but normally people jump to the person
being the latter.
His 4.0 GPA in high school
and 3.9 at Stanford show that
Sherman was an above-average student. He uses that intelligence to study gametape almost
religiously every free moment
he gets. He can explain a play
as well as anyone in the league
and can tell you what happened
on almost any play you can
think of. The loss to the Atlanta
Falcons last year in the playoffs
haunted his teammates and him
for the whole offseason. The
loss was used as motivator to get
better and learn the tendencies
of quarterbacks, receivers and
coaches that were upcoming on
the Seahawks’ schedule in order
to be ready for the season.
The work paid off as Sherman led the “Legion of Boom,”
as the Seattle secondary is called,
to the top of the defensive rankings. During the NFC championship game, Sherman was on
Crabtree the entire game. He
was thrown at twice, once in the
first quarter where Crabtree was
able to get Sherman called on a
holding call, and the second at
the end of the game where Sherman tipped the fade-route from
quarterback Colin Kaepernick
to seal the win for Seattle.
Sherman has a case for being the top defensive corner in
the game. Over his three-year
career in the NFL, Sherman has
already accumulated 20 interceptions and become proficient
at shutting down the opposing
team’s top receiver. Add his
reputation with his valid motivation stemming from his beef
with Crabtree, and nothing in
his post-game interview was
over the top, or for that matter,
wrong.

Sherman is not the first
black athlete to be criticized
for his actions and loud words.
Athletes like Deion Sanders and
Muhammad Ali were both loud
and flamboyant black athletes
who would talk the talk but
also walk the walk. Some were
treated better than others; Ali
was the top athlete in the world
for years in the 1960s while
Sanders was the one of the top
NFL players in the 1990s. Both
were great self-promoters, as is
Sherman, while both also received much criticism.
Sherman is not the first black
athlete to receive negative press
about his actions, nor will he be
the last, but if Sherman continues to perform on the field
he will be remembered for his
play just as much, if not more,
than his words. He has apologized for being a distraction to
his teammates and that he took
away from the team win. Sherman also has called his attack
on Crabtree “immature.”
“You know, I don’t mean
to attack him,” Sherman said.
“And that was immature and I
probably shouldn’t have done
that. I regret doing that.”
Say what you will about
Sherman and his interview, or
about his trash talking during
games or his race, but one thing
you cannot dispute is his skill
level. He may personify typical
stereotypes for black athletes
being “loud” or “arrogant” at
times, but the difference with
Sherman and many others is
that he performs on the field
and is right about what he says
about his play.
I agree with what Forbes
writer Tommy Tomlinson
wrote in his article, “22 Brief
Thoughts About That Richard
Sherman Interview,” when he
wrote:
“If you stick a microphone
in a football player’s face seconds after he made a huge
play to send his team to the
Super Bowl, you shouldn’t be
surprised if he’s a little amped
up.”

Men’s Hockey

utes to go in the second period before UMaine freshman
defenseman Eric Schurhamer’s tally early in the third
tied it and Lomberg’s eventual game-winner gave the
Black Bears their first lead
of the series with around 10
minutes to go in regulation.
Freshman forward Brian
Morgan would convert on an
empty-net chance in the final
minute to seal it for the Black
Bears.
UMaine was able to carry
the play throughout in terms
of time on the puck and shots
despite being down heading
into the final 20 minutes.
They finished with a 37-25
edge in shots.
“I think just as an entire
team we wanted to elevate
our intensity [going into the
third],” Shore said. “We were
playing well, we were battling, but we needed to start
willing the puck into the net
no matter [what it took].”
Ouellette and DeSmith
got the start between the
pipes once again for the two
rivals. Ouellette finished with
23 saves on 25 shots while
DeSmith mustered 33 saves
in defeat.
Pesce’s goal came via
a one-timer after a Knodel
feed from the point. He was
able to beat Ouellette low
on the stick side to begin the
scoring. Goumas also earned
a helper on the play.
Shore tied it at one off assists from sophomore defenseman Ben Hutton and Lomberg after corralling his own
rebound. He managed to beat
DeSmith with a wrister from
just inside the left circle for
his 12th goal of the season.
Sorkin’s goal came despite sustained pressure from
the Black Bears in the attacking zone with less than six
minutes to play in the middle
period. He took an Agosta
feed and managed to get off
a snap shot that beat Ouellette with a little help from

the post to take a 2-1 lead
into the final frame.
Schurhamer’s goal ignited the Black Bear comeback
2:29 into the third on a wrist
shot from the left point following a slick cross-ice pass
from Shore through the slot.
Lomberg’s
eventual
game-winner came off another great effort from Shore,
who stole the puck in the attacking zone before finding
his linemate for the one-timer from the right slot to put
UMaine up 3-2.
“I got the initial shot away
and their guy picked it up on
the other side of the net,”
Shore said. “He looked up
ice, and fortunate for us, he
wasn’t expecting me to come
in behind him and I was just
able to catch him off guard.
Ryan made an unbelievable
shot.”
“Coming into the third
period, I thought we were in
good position,” UNH head
coach Dick Umile said. “But
Maine came back and that
[Lomberg] goal was a killer
for us.”
Shore’s fourth and final
point came on Morgan’s
empty-netter after he managed to fight through a few
Wildcat defenders in his own
zone before finding the freshman forward up ice. UNH
had pulled DeSmith in favor
of the extra attacker with
1:09 to go in regulation.
It was Morgan’s fifth tally
of the year.
The Wildcats were without two of their top scorers in defenseman Trevor
Van Riemsdyk and forward
Grayson Downing, while the
Black Bears were minus first
line winger Steven Swavely
and junior center Stu Higgins.
The two teams played in
front of a sellout crowd of
5,125 people, UMaine’s first
sellout since their 5-1 win
over Boston College on Nov.
23.

from B1

ORONO, Maine – After
going pointless in the first
game of the home-and-home
against the Wildcats the previous night, UMaine sophomore forward Devin Shore
responded in a big way at the
Alfond on Saturday.
Shore – one goal, three assists – had a hand in all four
Black Bear tallies to lead
UMaine to a 4-2 comeback
victory over UNH to earn the
split in Game Two.
“Devin Shore is one of the
elite players who have played
here,” UMaine head coach
Dennis Gendron said. “The
kid is a special player. He’s
even more special because of
his leadership qualities – the
way he takes care of himself,
how he conducts his business
on a daily basis.”
The Wildcats, who took a
2-1 lead into the final period,
gave up three third period
goals to the Black Bears Saturday night. They had been
12-0-0 when leading after 40
minutes this season, while
the Black Bears had been 06-1 when trailing after two
periods.
“That’s a tough thing to
do,” Gendron said. “If you
look at the stats, I think that’s
the first time this year where
we’ve come back from being
down going into the third period to win a game. There’s
only a few [in Hockey East]
where teams have won after
being down after two periods. That’s a testament to
these kids and what they did
tonight.”
The Wildcats began the
scoring on the power play
less than five minutes in on
a goal by Pesce before Shore
answered him a little over
two minutes later.
Sorkin would find the
twine to give UNH the 2-1
lead with just under six min-

Andrew Stefanilo
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Scores from around
the Conference

B

Wed. Jan. 29

Upcoming Games

Women’s basketball vs. UNH, 7
p.m.
Men’s basketball @ UNH, 7 p.m.

Fri. Jan. 31

Women’s swimming and diving
vs. UNH @ Morris Pool, 5 p.m.

Sat. Feb. 1

BAskETbAll
WOMEN
1/23  Albany                               92

1/25

1/26

UNH                                   62              
UMass-Lowell                  47
UMaine                             60
Vermont                            45
Stony Brook                     48                   
Hartford                            50
Binghamton                     87
UMBC                               55
Hartford                            65
                                              

UMaine                             49                
Stony Brook                     61
Binghamton                     57
Vermont                            65
UMass-Lowell                   86
UNH                                   75
                           

IcE HOckEy
mEN
1/24

UMass-Lowell
4
Providence
5
Merrimack
2
UMass
5
Vermont
2
BU                                       4
UMaine
2
UNH
3
Northeastern
4
Notre Dame
0

1/25

Vermont
BU
UMass
Merrimack
Providence
UMass-Lowell
UNH
UMaine
Northeastern
Notre Dame

6
2
2
3
1
6
2
4
0
3

1/24
1/25

Women’s ice hockey vs. UNH, 3
p.m.

Each week, the MC Sports Staff picks
a male and female athlete to highlight

MEN
UMass-Lowell                  42                   
UNH                                   67
Albany                               47  
Binghamton                     70
Hartford                            66
Stony Brook                    46
UMaine                             83  
UMBC                               43         
Hartford                            60

Sun. Feb. 2

AThlETEs Of
ThE WEEk

BAskETbAll
1/23  UMaine                              56

Indoor track and field vs. Holy
Cross, 11 a.m.
Women’s basketball @ UMBC,
1 p.m.
Men’s basketball vs. UMBC, 2
p.m.
Women’s ice hockey vs. UNH, 3
p.m.

1/26

Stony Brook                       78
UMaine                                85
UMass-Lowell                     47
UNH                                     73
Vermont                              70
Binghamton                        65

Devin Shore
Sophomore, Ice Hockey
Shore was involved in
all four Black Bear goals
in UMaine’s 4-2 comeback win over archrival
UNH at the Alfond Saturday night. One night after going pointless in the
Black Bear’s 3-2 loss to
the Wildcats in Durham,
the assistant captain tallied
four points — one goal,
three assists — and logged
a plus/minus of plus-four
with eight shots on goal.
He created the turnover
that led to sophomore

forward Ryan Lomberg’s
eventual
game-winner
midway through the third
period to give UMaine its
first lead of the night.

Sudoku
Solution

Crossword
Solution

Lauren Bodine
Sophomore, Basketball
Despite struggling from
the field in Sunday’s loss to
conference-leading Stony
Brook, Bodine earns our
nod for Athlete of the Week
thanks to her hot shooting Thursday night against
UMass-Lowell. The sophomore sharpshooter knocked
down six 3-pointers against
the Riverhawks, just one
short of tying the team record for 3s made in a single
game. She finished 6-8
from beyond the arc in that
game, tallying 20 points

to go along with four rebounds and four steals. It
is the third time Bodine has
eclipsed the 20-point mark
this season.
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